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(54) OPTICAL DISKAND REPRODUCING DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To reduce a circuit scale and to stably perform

reproduction by arranging a second data synchronous series in further front of a first

data synchronous series arranged on a top of an initial data block of the data blocks

constituted of dividing an information data area to plural parts.

SOLUTION: Respective plural sectors of a first track are provided with a first header

area 11 and a first data area 17 for a user. Respective plural sectors of a second track

are provided with a second header area 31 and a second reproducing exclusive data area

37. Respective sectors are provided with the first data synchronous series arranged on

the top of one side of the first data area 17 and the second data area 37 and specifying a

start timing position of an information data area, the second data synchronous series

arranged in front of the first data synchronous series and specifying the start timing

position of the information data area and a third data synchronous series arranged in

front of the second data synchronous series and having the repeat pattern of the

modulation signal of the information data area.



* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]An optical disc which has the 1st rewritable record section characterized by

comprising the following, and the 2nd record section only for playback.

This 1st record section has the 1st track that becomes spiral shape or concentric

circle shape from a land track which is a groove track and slot Mabe who are slots

arranged by turns on a disc substrate, The 1st header area where a track which is

each 1st [ the ] is divided into two or more 1st sectors, and each 1st sector contains

identification data which identifies this 1st sector.

By a recording mark to which the optical property of a recording surface was changed,

have the 1st data area where an user datum is recorded, and this 2nd record section,

It has the 2nd track formed on this optical disk substrate of a pit sequence of physical

uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or concentric circle shape, A track which is

each 2nd [ the ] is divided into two or more 2nd sectors, and each 2nd sector, The 1st

data synchronization series have the 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data

was recorded, at least one side of these 1st and 2nd data areas is arranged by pit

sequence at the head of this data area, and a start timing position of this information

data field is made to pinpoint according to it.

this — the 2nd data synchronization series it is arranged in front of the 1st data

synchronization series, and a start timing position of this information data field is

made to pinpoint.



this — a specific iterative array pattern of a modulation code [ in / it is arranged in

front of the 2nd data synchronization series, and / this information data field ].

[Claim 2]The optical disc according to claim 1 whose digital integrated value which

changed "1"
in said 2nd data synchronization series into one value, changed "0" into

-1 value, and integrated all the numerals is zero.

[Claim 3]The optical disc according to claim 1 with which said 2nd data

synchronization series is satisfied of maximum length and minimum length who are the

limit values on a modulation-code rule of mark length ("1" or "0" levels) in said

information data field, and space length ("0" or "1" level).

[Claim 4]The optical disc according to claim 1 whose average value of said mark

length in said 2nd data synchronization series and said space length is longer than the

3rd [ said ] mark length and space length of a data synchronization series.

[Claim 5]The optical disc according to claim 1 in which said 2nd data synchronization

series is a data series constituted combining one symbol of a numerals symbol which

made 4 bits a lot, "0100", "0010", "1000", "0001", and "0000" two or more.

[Claim 6]The optical disc according to claim 1 which is a data series in which said 2nd

data synchronization series includes a code sequence of "0000 0100 0100 1000 0010

0001 0010 0000 1000 0010 0001 0000."

[Claim 7]An optical disk unit which plays an optical disc which has the 1 st rewritable

record section characterized by comprising the following, and the 2nd record section

only for playback.

This 1st record section has the 1st track that becomes spiral shape or concentric

circle shape from a land track which is a groove track and slot Mabe who are slots

arranged by turns on a disc substrate, The 1st header area where a track which is

each 1st [ the ] is divided into two or more 1st sectors, and each 1st sector contains

identification data which identifies this 1st sector.

By a recording mark to which the optical property of a recording surface was changed,

have the 1st data area where an user datum is recorded, and this 2nd record section,

It has the 2nd track formed on this optical disk substrate of a pit sequence of physical

uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or concentric circle shape, A track which is

each 2nd [ the ] is divided into two or more 2nd sectors, and each 2nd sector, It has

the 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data was recorded by pit sequence,

and is at least one side of these 1st and 2nd data areas, The 1st data synchronization

series it is arranged at the head of this data area, and a start timing position of this

information data field is made to pinpoint



this — the 2nd data synchronization series it is arranged in front of the 1st data

synchronization series, and a start timing position of this information data field is

made to pinpoint.

this — a specific iterative array pattern of a modulation code [ in / it is arranged in

front of the 2nd data synchronization series, and / this information data field ].

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]Especially this invention relates to the data format on the

optical disc which has rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area about an

optical disc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Optical discs include the only for [ playback ] type

optical disc which plays the recorded data, and the rewritable type optical disc in

which a user can record data. In an only for [ playback ] type optical disc, the track of

spiral shape or concentric circle shape is formed on a disk substrate, and the physical



uneven shape (pit sequence) according to the information to record is formed along

this track. In a rewritable type optical disc, the slot of spiral shape or concentric circle

shape is provided on a disk substrate, and record film is formed on it. A track is set up

along this slot. When a user records data, the field (recording mark) where optical

properties differ in record film is formed by modulating the intensity of a laser beam

according to the information which irradiates with a laser beam along a track, for

example, is recorded.

[0003]Generally, in the optical disc, the position on the optical disc of required data is

managed, and it can be made to make search of data high-speed by considering it as

the unit which records and plays data, and dividing the track of 1 rotation into two or

more sectors (data unit).

[0004]The data format, modulation code, etc. differ from each other, respectively with

the only for [ playback ] type optical disc, and the rewritable type optical disc. The

data format of a rewritable type optical disc, In order to enable a user to record data

for every sector, it is necessary to provide the field for establishing the field for

making the power of laser set up in the head of the record section of each sector, for

example, or absorbing the rotational variation of a spindle motor to the trailer of a

record section. On the other hand, it is not necessary to correspond to rewriting of

the data by a user in an only for [ playback ] type optical disc. Therefore, in the case

of the optical disc only for playback, information storage at the time of production can

be performed with high precision, and does not need to provide the excessive field for

user record like a rewritable type optical disc.

[0005] Drawing 21 is a figure showing the structure of the conventional optical disc

301 of having rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area. Record film is formed

on a disc substrate and the user has come for the optical disc 301 to be able to carry

out record reproduction of the data. As shown in drawing 21 , in the optical disc 301, it

has the dedicated reproduction area 302 established in the peripheral part, the

dedicated reproduction area 303 established in the inner periphery, and the rewritable

area 305 formed between the dedicated reproduction area 302 and 303.

[0006]In the dedicated reproduction area 302 and 303, information and data are

recorded by forming the pit sequence 304 of physical uneven shape beforehand. The

grooved guide track 306 is formed in the rewritable area 305, and a user does record

reproduction of information or the data, carrying out tracking of the groove (slot:

groove track) or land (slot Mabe: land track) of this track.

[0007] Drawing 22 is a block diagram showing the composition of the conventional

optical-disk-recording playback equipment 300 for performing record reproduction of



the optical disc 301 of drawing 21 . As shown in drawing 22 , the optical-disk-recording

playback equipment 300, Data. The optical head 307 for recording or reproducing, the

1st signal processing part 320 which processes the regenerative signal from the

rewritable area 305, the 2nd signal processing part 330 which processes the

regenerative signal from the dedicated reproduction area 302 and 303, and the

regenerative signal from the optical head 307. It has the switch 308 changed and

outputted to the 1st and 2nd signal processing parts. The 1st signal processing part

320 has the 1st binarization circuit 309, the 1st PLL(Phase-Locked Loop) 310, the 1st

timing generating circuit 311, and the 1st demodulator 312, Similarly, the 2nd signal

processing part 330 has the 2nd binarization circuit 313, the 2nd PLL314, the 2nd

timing generating circuit 315, and the 2nd demodulator 316.

[0008]When reproducing the data recorded on the rewritable area 305, the switch 308

is changed to the generator terminal by the side of the 1st signal processing part 320.

A regenerative signal is first changed into a digital signal in the 1st binarization circuit

309, and clock reproduction is performed by the 1st PLL310. Next, the gating signal

which reads an user datum is generated by the 1 st timing generating circuit 31 1 ,
and it

gets over to binary data with the 1st demodulator 312. The data to which it restored is

outputted from the 1st output terminal 317.

[0009]When playing the data recorded on the dedicated reproduction area 302 or 303,

in the conventional optical disc 301. As mentioned above, since the format and

modulation code of data which were recorded on the rewritable area 305 and the

dedicated reproduction area 302 and 303 differ from each other, it is necessary to use

the 2nd digital disposal circuit 330 for dedicated reproduction area independently.

Therefore, when reproducing the dedicated reproduction area 302 or the data of 303,

the switch 308 is changed to the battery terminal by the side of the 2nd digital

disposal circuit 330. A regenerative signal is changed into a digital signal like an

above-mentioned case in the 2nd binarization circuit 313, and clock reproduction is

performed by the 2nd PLL314. Next, the gating signal which reads an user datum is

generated by the 2nd timing generating circuit 315, and it gets over to binary data with

the 2nd demodulator 316. The data to which it restored is outputted from the 2nd

output terminal 318.

[0010] Drawing 23 is a figure explaining the data format in the one sector 400 in the

conventional rewritable type optical disc 301.

[0011]As shown in drawing 23 , the sector identification data field 401 is arranged at

the head of the sector 400. Then, the gap area 402 and the VFO field 403 are arranged,

and the information data field 450 and the buffer space 409 are formed after that. The



address information for management of a sector, etc. are recorded on the sector

identification data field 401. The gap area 402 is a field which absorbs the signal

disorder of the data recording start edge, or sets up the laser power for record. The

data recorded on the information data field 450 is divided into two or more data blocks

405a and 405b and and the data synchronization series 404a and 404b and ... are

respectively added to the head of each data block, and it is recorded on it. Here, by

the data of other fields modulated with the numerals for record, the specific code

pattern by which it is not generated is recorded on the data synchronization series

404 (404a, 404b, ...). The repeated pattern with a single cycle of numerals is recorded

on the VFO field 403, and it is made to stabilize drawing in of a clock at the time of

reproduction. The buffer space 409 absorbs the rotational variation in a record

termination.

[0012]According to the above data formats, at the time of reproduction, drawing in of

the clock in a PLL circuit is first stabilized with the repeated pattern of the VFO field

403. After a clock is fully stable, the data synchronization series 404a is detected, it

recognizes that it is a head of the information data field 450, and the first data block

405a is reproduced. Then, the data synchronization series 404b is detected and the

following data block 405b is reproduced. By repeating the same operation as the

following, the data of the information data field 450 is stably renewable.

[0013]Even when the error of a dropout etc. occurs and the synchronization of data

reproduction shifts by adding the synchronization series 404 every data block 405 in

this way, it becomes possible to restart a synchronization again from the following

data block, and to continue data reproduction.

[0014]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, in the composition of the

conventional optical disc, the data format differs from the modulation code in

rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area as mentioned above. Therefore, since

it was necessary to provide two digital disposal circuits of the recording and

reproducing device of an optical disc by the rewritable object for area, and the object

for dedicated reproduction area, there was a problem that circuit structure became

intricately and large.

[0015]There is a place which this invention is made in light of the above-mentioned

problems, and is made into the purpose in providing the optical disc in which it is an

optical disc which has rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area, and the circuit

structure of a recording and reproducing device is small, and stable playback is

possible.



[0016]

[Means for Solving the Problem]An optical disc by this invention is an optical disc

which has the 1st rewritable record section and the 2nd record section only for

playback. The 1st record section is provided with the following.

It has the 1st track that becomes spiral shape or concentric circle shape from a land

track which is a groove track and slot Mabe who are slots arranged by turns on a disc

substrate, The 1st header area where a track which is each 1st [ the ] is divided into

two or more 1st sectors, and each 1st sector contains identification data which

identifies this 1st sector.

The 1st data area where an user datum is recorded by recording mark to which the

optical property of a recording surface was changed.

The 2nd data recording regions are provided with the following.

It has the 2nd track (plurality) formed on this optical disk substrate of a pit sequence

of physical uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or concentric circle shape, The 2nd

header area where a track which is each 2nd [ the ] is divided into two or more 2nd

sectors, and each 2nd sector contains identification data which identifies this 2nd

sector.

The 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data was recorded by pit sequence.

The 1st header area including the 1st pit sequence of physical uneven shape each pit

of this 1st pit sequence, It has width of this groove track, and the width of this

substantially equal optical disc radial direction, And only about 1/4 of a pitch of this

groove track is shifted and arranged from a center line of this groove track at the

periphery or inner circumference side, The 2nd header area including the 2nd pit

sequence of physical uneven shape each pit of this 2nd pit sequence, this 2nd track

by which has the width of this optical disc radial direction narrower than width of this

groove track, and tracking is carried out — it is mostly arranged on a center line and

the above-mentioned purpose is attained by this.

[001 7]According to one embodiment, it becomes irregular by the modulation code with

same data series of said 1st header area and data series of said 2nd header area, and

becomes irregular by the modulation code with same data series of said 1st data area

and data series of said 2nd data area.

[0018]Preferably said identification data of said 1st header area, and said

identification data of said 2nd header area, It has a data format of the same data array

and the same data volume, and has a data format of the data array with same said 1st

data area and said 2nd data area, and the same data volume.

[001 9]A data bit interval of said 1st header area in the 1st desirable record section in



which said rewriting is possible, and said 1st data area, and a data bit interval of said

2nd header area in the 2nd record section only for said reproduction and said 2nd data

area are substantially equal.

[0020]According to one example, in the 1st record section in which said rewriting is

possible each of said 1st sector, . Have been arranged between said 1st header area

and said 1st data area. It has a mirror mark area, a gap area, and the 1st dummy data

field, In [ have a guard data area and a buffer space which have been arranged

between this 1 st data area and a header area of the 1 st following sector, and ] the 2nd

record section only for said reproduction, Each of said 2nd sector has the 2nd dummy

data field arranged between said 2nd header area and said 2nd data area, and has

further the 3rd dummy data field arranged between this 2nd data area and the 2nd

header area of the 2nd following sector.

[0021] Preferably, said 1st dummy data field, said 2nd dummy data field, and said 3rd

dummy data field have a specific arrangement pattern of a modulation code used for

abnormal conditions of data which should be recorded.

[0022]An optical disc by this invention is provided with the following.

The 1st rewritable record section.

The 2nd record section only for reproduction.

The 1st record section is provided with the following.

It has the 1st track that becomes spiral shape or concentric circle shape from a land

track which is a groove track and slot Mabe who are slots arranged by turns on a disc

substrate, The 1st header area where a track which is each 1st [ the ] is divided into

two or more 1st sectors, and each 1st sector contains identification data which

identifies this 1st sector.

The 1st data area where an user datum is recorded by recording mark to which the

optical property of a recording surface was changed.

The 2nd data recording regions are provided with the following.

The 2nd header area where has the 2nd track formed on this optical disk substrate of

a pit sequence of physical uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or concentric circle

shape, each 2nd track is divided into two or more 2nd sectors, and each 2nd sector

contains identification data which identifies this 2nd sector.

The 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data was recorded by pit sequence.

A data series of the 1st and 2nd record sections is modulated using the same

modulation code, These 1st and 2nd sectors have the same data volume, identification

data of these 1st and 2nd header areas has the same data array, these 1st and 2nd

data areas have a data format of the same data array and the same data volume, and



the above-mentioned purpose is attained by this.

[0023]In one example, each of said 1st sector, Have the 1st dummy data field

arranged between said 1st header area and said 1st data area, and each of said 2nd

sector, The 2nd dummy data field arranged between said 2nd header area and said 2nd

data area, having the 3rd dummy data field arranged between this 2nd data area and

the 2nd header area of the 2nd following sector — this — the 2nd and 3rd dummy

data fields, Data of a data series which is different from a data series of a

corresponding dummy data field in a track which adjoins the inside or the outside of

said disc substrate in the part at least is included.

[0024]In one example, the said 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields include a random data

series without correlation with a data series arranged to a dummy data field to which a

track contiguous to the part corresponds at least.

[0025]Said random data series may be a data series generated by an M sequence

sequence.

[0026]The said 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields may contain a random data series

without correlation, and a specific arrangement pattern contained in a modulation

code arranged following on this random data series with a data series of each dummy

data field of a track contiguous to the part at least.

[0027]The said 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields may include a data synchronization

series for making a start timing position of said 2nd data area pinpoint in the part at

least.

[0028]Two or more kinds of data synchronization series patterns switch said data

synchronization series included to the said 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields for every

track, and it may be arranged.

[0029]The said 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields may have the pattern which performed

scramble based on address information of said sector identification data, modulated at

least specific data beforehand provided in the part by said modulation code, and was

generated.

[0030]In one example, with k predetermined numbers (k is an integer) of said 1st

sector or said 2nd sector, one error correction block is constituted, data is recorded

on a sector of k integral multiples, and dummy data is recorded on the k or less

remaining sectors.

[0031 ]An optical disc by this invention is provided with the following.

The 1st rewritable record section.

Are the 2nd record section only for playback an optical disc which it has, and this 1st

record section, It has the 1st track that becomes spiral shape or concentric circle



shape from a land track which is a groove track and slot Mabe who are slots arranged

by turns on a disc substrate, The 1st header area where a track which is each 1st

[ the ] is divided into two or more 1st sectors, and each 1st sector contains

identification data which identifies this 1st sector.

By a recording mark to which the optical property of a recording surface was changed,

have the 1st data area where an user datum is recorded, and these 2nd data recording

regions, The 2nd header area where has the 2nd track formed on this optical disk

substrate of a pit sequence of physical uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or

concentric circle shape, each 2nd track is divided into two or more 2nd sectors, and

each 2nd sector contains identification data which identifies this 2nd sector.

The 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data was recorded by pit sequence.

At least one side of these 1st and 2nd data areas, The 1st data synchronization series

it is arranged at the head of this data area, and a start timing position of this

information data field is made to pinpoint, this — it being arranged in front of the 1st

data synchronization series, and with the 2nd data synchronization series a start

timing position of this information data field is made to pinpoint, this — it is arranged

in front of the 2nd data synchronization series, and has the 3rd data synchronization

series that has a specific iterative array pattern of a modulation code in this

information data field, and the above-mentioned purpose is attained by that.

[0032]In one example, said information data field is divided and arranged at two or

more data blocks, it has been arranged at the head of a data block of the beginning of

two or more of said data blocks which said 1st data synchronization series has been

arranged at the head of each data block, and have been divided and arranged — this

— said 2nd data synchronization series is arranged further in front of the 1st data

synchronization series.

[0033]A digital integrated value which changed "1"
in said 2nd data synchronization

series into one value, changed "0" into -1 value preferably, and integrated all the

numerals is zero.

[0034]Preferably, said 2nd data synchronization series satisfies maximum length and

minimum length who are the limit values on a modulation-code rule of mark length

("1" or "0" levels) in said information data field, and space length ("0" or "1" level).

[0035]Preferably, average value of said mark length in said 2nd data synchronization

series and said space length is longer than the 3rd [ said ] mark length and space

length of a data synchronization series.

[0036]Preferably, said 2nd data synchronization series is a data series constituted

combining one symbol of a numerals symbol which made 4 bits a lot, "0100", "0010",



"1000", "0001", and "0000" two or more.

[0037]Said 2nd data synchronization series is a data series including a code sequence

of "0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0010 0001 0000" preferably.

[0038]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described,

referring to drawings.

(Example 1) As for the optical disc by this example, record film is formed on the disc

substrate so that a user can carry out record reproduction of the data. As shown in

drawing 1 , the optical disc 1 by this example has the dedicated reproduction area 2

established in the peripheral part, the dedicated reproduction area 3 established in the

inner periphery, and the rewritable area 5 formed between the dedicated reproduction

area 2 and 3.

[0039]In the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, the track is formed of the pit

sequence of the physical uneven shape arranged by spiral shape or concentric circle

shape. Each pit of a pit sequence is formed in the pit length and arrangement

according to the reproducing exclusive data recorded on the dedicated reproduction

area 2 and 3. In the rewritable area 5, the guide rail (guide track) 6 is formed on the

disc substrate at spiral shape or concentric circle shape. Information and data are

recorded on the land track which are a groove track which is a slot of the guide rail 6,

and its slot Mabe. A groove track and a land track will be set and a code track will be

called. In drawing 1 , the track of spiral shape is shown also in which area.

[0040]The code track of the rewritable area 5 is divided into two or more sectors, and

each sector includes the 1st header area containing the identification data which

identifies the sector, and the 1st data area where an user datum is recorded by the

recording mark to which the optical property of the recording surface was changed.

Similarly, also in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, a track is divided into two or

more sectors, and each sector is provided with the following.

The 2nd header area containing the identification data which identifies the sector.

The 2nd data area where reproducing exclusive data was recorded by the pit

sequence.

Thus, when plurality carries out sector (data unit) division of the track of 1 rotation of

an optical disc, based on this sector, position control of required data and search of

data can be performed at high speed,

[0041] Drawing 2 (a) - drawing 2 (h) are the figures explaining the data format of the

optical disc 1 by this example. First, the data format of the rewritable area 5 is

explained. Drawing 2 (a) shows the example of a data format in each sector 10 of the



rewritable area 5, and drawing 2 (c) shows the physical shape of the corresponding

code track. In drawing 2 (a), for comparison with drawing 2 (c), the data format of two

adjoining code tracks is made to correspond to the physical arrangement, and is

shown. As shown in drawing 2 (a), to the guide track 6 formed in the groove, the slot

serves as the groove track 7, and slot Mabe becomes the land track 8. Therefore, in

the rewritable area 5 on the optical disc 1, the groove track 7 and the land track 8 are

arranged by turns. The user can record desired information (user datum) on both the

groove track 7 and the land track 8 by carrying out tracking of the groove track 7 and

the land track 8 to each.

[0042]As shown in drawing 2 (a), in the rewritable area 5, the sector 10 includes the

1st header area 1 1 (sector identification data PID1 and PID2) and information area 20.

Between the 1st header area 1 1 and information area 20, the mirror mark 12 (M) and

the gap area 13 (GAPa and GAPb) are formed. The information area 20 includes the

1st dummy data field 15 (VFO field: VFOa and VFOb), 1st data area 17 (DATAa and

DATAb), and guard data area 18 (GDa and GDb) so that it may explain in full detail

behind. Between the information area 20 and 1st header area 1V of the following

sector 10', the buffer space 19 (BUFa and BUFb) is formed, b (for example, VFOb,

DATAb, etc.) shows the field in which the field established in the groove track 7 is

established in a (for example, VFOa, DATAa, etc.) and the land track 8. The following

statements are also the same unless it refuses in particular.

[0043]The 1st header area 11 includes the pit sequence 21 (pit sequences 21a and

21b) of physical uneven shape, as shown in drawing 2 (c). The width of the disk radial

of each pit of the pit sequence 21 is substantially [ as the width of the guide rail 6

(groove track 7) ] equal. From the center line of the corresponding guide rail 6, only

about 1/4 of the pitch (groove pitch Tp) of the guide rail 6 is shifted to the periphery

or inner circumference side, is arranged, and is in the pit sequences 21a and 21b

(wobbled). In this example, the 1st header area 1 1 has separated to the first portion

11a and the latter half part 11b, the pit sequence 21a corresponding to the first

portion is shifted at the periphery side, and the pit sequence 21b corresponding to a

latter half part is shifted at the inner circumference side.

[0044]Thus, also when performing a tracking servo to any of the groove track 7 and

the land track 8 by shifting and arranging the pit sequences 21a and 21b from the

center of the guide rail 6 (groove track 7), it becomes possible to reproduce the 1st

header area 1 1. It becomes unnecessary to provide independently the header area of

groove track 7 and land track 8 exclusive use by this.

[0045]In establishing a header area for exclusive use in each of the groove track 7 and



the land track 8, in order to keep each pit sequence showing the position of the

groove track 7 and the land track 8 from lapping mutually, the art which forms the pit

sequence of width narrower than the width of the guide rail 6 is needed. The pit

sequence with such narrow width is possible if it cuts using a beam other than the

beam which cuts the guide rail 6, but it is difficult to keep the accuracy of position of

two beams constant.

[0046]By according to this example, using AO modulator etc. for right and left, and

carrying out wobbling of cutty GUBIMU for forming the guide rail 6 to them from guide

rail 6 (groove track 7) center, It is not necessary to provide another cutting beam, and

the 1st header area 1 1 (pit sequence 21) can be formed easily and with high precision

on the optical disc 1.

[0047]The mirror mark 1 2 provided behind the header area 1 1 is used in order to judge

TORAKKINNGU [ any ] between the groove track 7 or the land track 8.

[0048]Also when there is a rotation jitter of the optical disc 1, the gap area 13 (13a

and 13b) is a field provided on a groove track and a land track top (13b) (13a), as the

start edge 14 of the information area 20 does not lap with the mirror mark 12 or the

1 st header area 1 1

.

[0049]A user is a field which records desired data and the information area 20

includes the 1st dummy data field 15 (VFOa and VFOb), 1st data area 17 (DATAa and

DATAb), and guard data area 18 (GDa and GDb) as mentioned above (drawing 2 (a)). In

the information area 20, the record film formed on the optical disc 1 is irradiated with

a laser beam, and information is recorded by changing the optical property

(reflectance) of record film. For example, the recording mark from which other

portions and reflectance differ can be formed by changing the record film of a

crystallized state to an amorphous state. As shown in drawing 2 (c), the recording

mark sequence 22a is formed in the groove track 7, and the recording mark sequence

22b is formed in the land track 8.

[0050]The 1st dummy data field 15 is a VFO field which records a specific pattern, for

example in order to operate PLL drawing in in the processing circuit of the

regenerative signal from the optical disc 1 to stability early. The specific pattern

(specific bit length) of a modulation code used for the abnormal conditions of data is

continuously recorded on the dummy data field 15. The user datum of the request

having contained the error correction code etc. is recorded on the 1st data area 17.

The guard data area 18 is arranged at the termination of the 1st data area 17 for

stability reservation of the processing circuit of a regenerative signal.

[0051]the case where the buffer space 19 is a field which records no data, and there



is a rotation jitter of the optical disc 1 like the gap area 13 — the termination of the

information area 20 — header area 1 1 of following sector 10" — it is provided so that

it may not lap.

[0052]In the rewritable area 5, data is recorded on the groove track 7 and the land

track 8 according to the data format explained above.

[0053] Next, with reference to drawing 2 (b) and drawing 2 (d) t
the data format in the

dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is explained. Drawing 2 (b) shows the example of

a data format in each sector 10 of the dedicated reproduction area 2 or the track 9 of

3, and drawing 2 (d) shows typically the physical shape of the track by a corresponding

pit sequence.

[0054]In the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, the track 9 is formed of the pit

sequence (prepit) recorded beforehand. As shown in drawing 2 (d), the pit sequence in

the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is formed according to the same physical

format in every data area, namely, the track by which the pit sequence 29 has the

width (pit width) of the radial direction of the optical disc 1 narrower than the width

(groove width) of the guide rail 6 (groove track 7) formed in the rewritable area 5, and

a tracking servo is carried out — all the pits are mostly arranged on a center line.

[0055]Also in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, like the rewritable area 5, the

position of required information data is managed and it can be made to make search of

data high-speed by dividing a track into two or more sectors 30, and recording it. If

management of a sector is unified in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 and the

rewritable area 5 which exist on one optical disc and processing of search of a sector,

etc. can be unified, it is desirable on practical use of record and playback of

information. Therefore, the length of a sector [ in / at this example / the dedicated

reproduction area 2 and 3 ], By making the same as that of the length of the sector in

the rewritable area 5, the length of a header area, and the length of the data area

which records on each sector the length of a header area, and the length of the data

area recorded on each sector, The data format of dedicated reproduction area is

adjusted in the data format of rewritable area.

[0056] Hereafter, the concrete data format of the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3

is explained. As shown in drawing 2 (b), in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, the

sector 30 includes the 2nd header area 31 (sector identification data PID1 and PID2)

and 2nd data area 37. Between the 2nd header area 31 and 2nd data area 37, the 2nd

dummy data field 35 (VF01) is formed. Between the 2nd data area 37 and 2nd header

area 31' of the following sector 30', the 3rd dummy data field 38 (VF02) is formed.

[0057]the track 9 (pit sequence 29) with which shifts the pit sequence of the uneven



shape formed in the 2nd header area 31 to an inside-and-outside circumference, and

it is not arranged, but a tracking servo is carried out like the 1st header area of the

rewritable area 5 as shown in drawing 2 (d) — it is mostly arranged on the center line.

As compared with equal one, the width (pit width of an optical disc radial direction) of

the pit sequence 29 in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is formed substantially

[ width / of the pit sequence 21 of the rewritable area 5 / groove width ] more

narrowly than groove width.

[0058]the track 9 by which a tracking servo is similarly carried out in the 2nd data

area 37 according to the data which the pit sequence of uneven shape should record

beforehand on the optical disc 1 — it is mostly arranged on a center line.

[0059]Here, the data volume, a data format (signal sequence), and a modulation code

are the same as the 1st header area 1 1 in the rewritable area 5, and the 2nd header

area 31 in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 so that drawing 2 (a) and drawing 2

(b) may show.

[0060]The data volume, a data format (signal sequence), and a modulation code are

the same as the 1st data area 17 in the rewritable area 5, and the 2nd data area 37 in

the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3.

[0061]As shown in drawing 2 (a) and 2B, the start edge (start timing) 16 of the 1st

data area 1 7 in the rewritable area 5 and the start edge (start timing) 36 of the 2nd

data area 37 in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 are adjusted.

[0062]Thus, by completely making the same the format (signal sequence) of the 1st

and 2nd header areas 11 and 31 in the rewritable area 5 and the dedicated

reproduction area 2 and 3, and the 1st and 2nd data areas 17 and 37, It becomes

possible to reduce the circuit structure of the processing circuit of a regenerative

signal, and to communalize so that it may mention later.

[0063]If no pit sequences are formed between the 2nd header area 31 and 2nd data

area 37, the 2nd dummy data field 35 will be formed in order to prevent a tracking

error signal's breaking off and a tracking servo becoming unstable. The data of the 2nd

dummy data field 35 arranges the specific data pattern of the same modulation code

as the 1st dummy data field 15 (VFO field) in the rewritable area 5, for example. By

this, PLL drawing in of a regenerative circuit can be early operated to stability.

However, in addition to this for stabilization of a tracking servo, random data and

arbitrary data may be arranged.

[0064]The 3rd dummy data field 38 is arranged in order to prevent a tracking error

signal's breaking off and a tracking servo becoming unstable like the 2nd dummy data

field 35.



[0065]the track 9 with which the tracking servo also of the pit sequence of the 2nd

data area 37 is carried out also for the pit sequence of the 2nd header area 31 in the

dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 as explained above — it is mostly arranged on

the center line, furthermore — a sector — 30 — the — two — a header area — 31

— the — two — a data area — 37 — between — and — a sector — 30 — the — two

— a data area — 37 — the — the following — a sector — 30 — ' — the — two — a

header area — 31 — ' — between — each — the — two — and — the — three —
dummy data — a field ~ 35 — and — 38 — burying— having— **** . Therefore, as

shown in drawing 2 (d), the physical arrangement of the pit sequence 29 turns into

uniform arrangement along a track in [ all ] the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3.

[0066]As explained above, according to the format of the optical disc 1 by this

example. Even when carrying out tracking of which of the groove track 7 and the land

track 8, it is possible to reproduce the 1st header area 11, and it is not necessary to

establish a header area for exclusive use in the groove track 7 and the land track 8

separately.

[0067]Since the 1st header area 11 can be formed easily and with high precision on

the optical disc 1 by carrying out wobbling of cutty GUBIMU which forms the guide rail

6 (groove track 7) to right and left from a track center, It is not necessary to provide

separately the KATTIGU light source for exclusive use for forming the 1 st header area.

Therefore, the single light source for KATTIGU can realize easily, and the preformat

formation of the rewritable area 5 of the optical disc 1 by this example can reduce the

circuit structure of a recording and reproducing device.

[0068] Drawing 3 is a block diagram showing typically the composition of the

regenerative-signal treating part of the optical-disk-recording playback equipment

100 for performing record reproduction of the optical disc 1 by this example which has

the above-mentioned data format. As shown in drawing 3 , the regenerative-signal

treating part of the optical-disk-recording playback equipment 100, The 2 divided

photodetectors 110, the addition operational amplifier 111, the differential operational

amplifier 112, the switching circuit 113, the binarization circuit 114,

PLL(Phase-Locked Loop) 115, the PID regenerative circuit 116, the timing generating

circuit 117, the demodulator 118, And it has the envelope detecting circuit 120.

[0069]The 2 divided photodetectors 1 10 (1 10a and 1 10b) are contained in the optical

head (not shown), The catoptric light from the groove track 7 of the rewritable area 5

on the optical disc 1, the land track 8 (the recording mark 22 and the pit sequence 21),

and the track 9 (pit sequence 29) of the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is

received, and it changes into a regenerative signal.



[0070]The operational amplifier 111 generates the sum signal S1 of two detecting

signals acquired from the two portions 1 10a and 1 10b of the 2 divided photodetectors

110, and outputs it to the switching circuit 113. The operational amplifier 112

generates the difference signal S2 of two detecting signals, and outputs it to the

switching circuit 113 and the envelope detecting circuit 120.

[0071 ]The switching circuit 113 changes the sum signal S1 and the difference signal

S2, and inputs the binarization circuit 114. The envelope detecting circuit 120 detects

the envelope of the difference signal S2, when the amplitude more than the threshold

in the difference signal S2 occurs, changes the switching circuit 113 and makes the

difference signal S2 to output the control signal S3 to the switching circuit 113, and

output as output signal S4 of the switching circuit 1 13.

[0072]Since in the case of the data format shown in drawing 2 (a) - 2D the output of

the difference signal S2 is obtained only in the 1st header area of the rewritable area

5 so that it may explain later, The output S3 of the envelope detecting circuit 120

becomes high-level only when the 1st header area 11 in the rewritable area 5 is

detected (drawing 2 (e)). Therefore, only by the 1st setting header area 11, output

signal S4 from the switching circuit 113 serves as the difference signal S2. In the

information area 20 in the rewritable area 5, and all the fields of the dedicated

reproduction area 2 and 3, output S4 serves as the sum signal S1 from the switching

circuit 1 1 3.

[0073]Output signal S4 (the sum signal S1 or the difference signal S2) of a switching

circuit is binary-ized in the binarization circuit 114. The binarization circuit 114

binary-izes signal S4 according to the threshold set up to each of the sum signal S1

and the difference signal S2, for example, and outputs the digital signal S5 to PLL1 15.

[0074]PLL1 15 extracts a reproduction clock from the digital signal S5, and outputs it

to the PID regenerative circuit 116 which reproduces a sector recognition signal from

each header area. The timing generating circuit 1 1 7 from the sector recognition signal

read in the PID regenerative circuit 116. The read start timing (the record data start

edge 16 of drawing 2 (a) and record data start edge 36 of drawing 2 (b)) of the data

areas 17 and 37 of having recorded the user datum is determined, and the

demodulator 118 is started with the control signal S6. The demodulator 118 restores

to it and outputs an user datum.

[0075] Next, a signal wave form until it performs binary-ization when the recorded

code track (that is, the user datum is already recorded on the information area 20) in

the rewritable area 5 is reproduced is explained. The output wave of the sum signal S1

in the rewritable area 5 is shown in drawing 2 (g), and the output wave of the



difference signal S2 is shown in drawing 2 (f).

[0076]As shown in drawing 2 (g), since the amplitude 41 of the portion corresponding

to the 1st header area 11 is smaller than the predetermined threshold 40 for

binary-izing, the output of the sum signal S1 in the rewritable area 5 is not

binary—ization-detected by the binarization circuit 114. Since the 1st header area 1

1

is slightly shifted from the center of the code track to the periphery or inner

circumference side (11a) (11b), the reason is for light (beam from an optical head) to

diffract and for light-receiving of the photodetector 1 10 to decrease according to the

pit sequences 21a and 21b.

[0077]On the other hand, in the information area 20 where data was recorded, as for

the recording mark 22, since main formation of the code track is carried out, the

amplitude 42 of the portion corresponding to the information area 20 of the sum signal

S1 exceeds the threshold 40 of binary-izing. Therefore, it is binary—ization-detected

by the binarization circuit 114 and a regenerative signal is acquired.

[0078] Drawing 2 (f) shows the output of the difference signal S2 in the rewritable area

5. In the field 11a of the 1st header area 11 of the rewritable area 5, since the pit

sequence 21a has shifted to the periphery side, more catoptric light is diffracted by

the external peripheral side part 1 10a of the 2 divided photodetectors 110. Therefore,

the amplitude 51a in which the difference signal S2 outputted from the 2 divided

photodetectors 110 exceeds the positive threshold 50a of binary-izing as shown in

drawing 2 (f) is obtained. Therefore, it is binary—ization-detected by the binarization

circuit 114 and a regenerative signal is acquired.

[0079]On the other hand, in the field 11b of the 1st header area 11, since the pit

sequence 21b has shifted to the inner circumference side, more catoptric light is

diffracted by the inner circumference side portion 1 1 0b of the 2 divided

photodetectors 110. Therefore, the amplitude 51b in which the difference signal S2

outputted from the 2 divided photodetectors 110 exceeds the negative threshold 50b

of binary-izing as shown in drawing 2 (f) is obtained. Therefore, it is

binary—ization-detected by the binarization circuit 114 and a regenerative signal is

acquired.

[0080]However, in the information area 20 in the rewritable area 5, since the recording

mark sequence 22 is arranged at the center of the code track, the light income of the

peripheral part 1 10a of the 2 divided photodetectors 110 and the inner circumference

portion 110b becomes almost equal. Therefore, as shown in drawing 2 (f), the

amplitude 52 of the difference signal S2 becomes very small, and the threshold 51a

(51b) of binary-izing is not reached. Since the pit sequence 29 is similarly arranged in



the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 at the center of the track 9, the light income

of the peripheral part 110a of the 2 divided photodetectors 110 and the inner

circumference portion 1 10b becomes almost equal, and the difference signal S2 is not

outputted substantially. Therefore, in any fields other than the 1 st header area 1 1 ,
the

difference signal S2 is not binary—ization-detected and a regenerative signal is not

acquired.

[0081]Next, drawing 2 (h) shows the output wave of the sum signal S1 in the

dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3. Since the pit sequence 29 recorded on the

dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is arranged on the center line of the track 9 by

which a tracking servo is carried out, as shown in drawing 2 (h), the sum signal S1 has

sufficient amplitude 43 for value-ized detection. Therefore, the 2nd header area 31,

2nd data area 37, etc. are not distinguished, but-izing of all the fields can be carried

out [ binary ] with the output of the sum signal S1. Therefore, it is not necessary to

switch the switching circuit 1 13 in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3.

[0082]As explained above, according to the data format of the optical disc 1 by this

example, the composition of the regenerative-signal treating part of the

optical-disk-recording playback equipment 100 which plays information from the

optical disc 1, It is not necessary to build a regenerative-signal processing circuit

independently to rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area like before.

Therefore, a signal processing part can be communalized, the circuit structure of

optical-disk-recording playback equipment can be reduced, and a reliable

regenerative-signal processing circuit can be realized by easier circuitry.

[0083](Example 2) Drawing 4 (a) - drawing 4 (h) are the figures explaining the data

format of the optical disc by Example 2 of this invention. Also in this example, the

fundamental composition of an optical disc is the same as the composition of the

optical disc 1 by Example 1, the same reference mark is given to the same component

part, and detailed explanation is omitted. The track of optical disc 1 rotation is divided

into two or more sectors also in this example. The header area containing the sector

identification data showing the address information of a sector is established in the

head of each sector. This example explains focusing on the composition of the data

format of dedicated reproduction area.

[0084] Drawing 4 (a) shows the example of a data format in each sector 10 of the

rewritable area 5, and drawing 4 (c) shows the physical shape of the corresponding

code track. As shown in drawing 4 (c), to the guide track 6 formed in the groove, the

slot serves as the groove track 7, and slot Mabe becomes the land track 8. Therefore,

in the rewritable area 5 on an optical disc, the groove track 7 and the land track 8 are



arranged by turns. The user can record desired information (user datum) on both the

groove track 7 and the land track 8 by carrying out tracking of the groove track 7 and

the land track 8 to each.

[0085]As shown in drawing 4 (a), in this example, the groove track 7 and the land track

8 are set, and it will be shown as code track 6'. In the rewritable area 5, the sector 10

has the 1st header area 1 1 at the head. The 1st header area 1 1 has separated to the

first portion 11a (sector identification data PID1) and latter half part 11b (sector

identification data PID2), and the pit sequences 21a and 21b of physical uneven shape

are formed corresponding to the first portion 11a and the latter half part 11b (drawing

4(c)).

[0086]As shown in drawing 4 (c), the width of the disk radial of each pit of the pit

sequences 21a and 21b is substantially [ as the width of the guide rail 6 (groove track

7) ] equal, from the center line of the corresponding guide rail 6, only about 1/4 of the

pitch (groove pitch Tp) of the guide rail 6 is shifted and (that is, it becomes a counter

direction — as) arranged, and the pit sequence's 21 is in the periphery or inner

circumference side (wobbled). In this example, the pit sequence 21a is shifted at the

inner circumference side, and the pit sequence 21b is shifted at the periphery side.

[0087]Thus, also when performing a tracking servo to any of the groove track 7 and

the land track 8 by shifting and arranging the pit sequences 21a and 21b from the

center of the guide rail 6 (groove track 7), it becomes possible to reproduce the 1st

header area 1 1. It becomes unnecessary to provide independently the header area of

groove track 7 and land track 8 exclusive use by this.

[0088]As shown in drawing 4 (a), the mirror area 12 (M) is established in the next of

the 1st header area 11. The mirror area 12 is a flat-surface part in which neither the

slot nor the pit is formed, for example, it is used in order to judge offset of a tracking

servo.

[0089]The gap area 13 (GAP) is established in the next of the mirror area 12. Also

when there is a rotation jitter of the optical disc 1, the gap area 13 (GAP) is a field

provided on code track 6\ as the start edge 24 of the information area 20 does not lap

with the mirror area 12 or the 1st header area 11.

[0090]The information area 20 is a field where information and data are recorded, and

includes the 1 st guard data area 23 (GD1 ), the 1 st dummy data field 1 5 (VFO), the 1 st

data area 17 (DATA), and the 2nd guard data area 18 (GD2). The buffer space 19

(BUF) is formed between the information area 20 and 1st header area 11' of the

following sector 10'.

[0091]The 1st guard data area 23 is formed for stability reservation of a



regenerative-signal processing circuit. The 1st dummy data field 15 (VFO) is a VFO

field provided in order to operate drawing in of PLL in a regenerative-signal

processing circuit to stability early, and the specific pattern (specific bit length) of a

modulation code used for the abnormal conditions of data is recorded continuously.

The user datum of the request having contained the error correction code etc. is

recorded on the 1st data area 17. The 2nd guard data area 18 is arranged at the

termination of the 1st data area 1 7 for stability reservation of the processing circuit of

a regenerative signal, the case where the buffer space 19 is a field which records no

data, and there is a rotation jitter of the optical disc 1 like the gap area 13 — the

termination of the information area 20 — header area 1 1 of following sector 10" — it is

provided so that it may not lap.

[0092]In the information area 20, the record film formed on the optical disc 1 is

irradiated with a laser beam, and information is recorded by changing the optical

property (reflectance) of record film. For example, the recording mark from which

other portions and reflectance differ can be formed by changing the record film of a

crystallized state to an amorphous state. As shown in drawing 4 (c), the recording

mark sequence 22a is formed in the groove track 7, and the recording mark sequence

22b is formed in the land track 8.

[0093]As mentioned above, in each field of the rewritable area 5, according to the

above-mentioned data format, the groove track 7 and the land track 8 are formed, and

data is recorded.

[0094]Next, with reference to drawing 4 (b) and drawing 4 (d), the data format in the

dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is explained. Also in this example, the data format

of dedicated reproduction area is adjusted in the data format of rewritable area like

the case of Example 1. Drawing 4 (b) shows the example of a data format in each

sector 30 of the dedicated reproduction area 2 or the track 9 of 3, and drawing 4 (d)

shows typically the physical shape of the track by a corresponding pit sequence.

[0095]In the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, the track 9 is formed of the pit

sequence (prepit) recorded beforehand. As shown in drawing 4 (d), in every data area,

the pit sequence in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3 is formed like Example 1

according to the same physical format, namely, the track by which the pit sequence 29

has the width (pit width) of the radial direction of the optical disc 1 narrower than the

width (groove width) of the guide rail 6 (groove track 7) formed in the rewritable area 5,

and a tracking servo is carried out — all the pits are mostly arranged on a center line.

[0096]As shown in drawing 4 (b), in the dedicated reproduction area 2 and 3, the

sector 30 includes the 2nd header area 31 (sector identification data PID1 and PID2)



and 2nd data area 37 (DATA). Between the 2nd header area 31 and 2nd data area 37,

the 2nd dummy data field 33 (DMY1) is formed. Between the 2nd data area 37 and 2nd

header area 31' of the following sector 30', the 3rd dummy data field 34 (DMY2) is

formed.

[0097]The sector identification data PID1 and PID2 in the 2nd header area 31, In order

to make the length of the 2nd header area 31 equal substantially with the length of the

1st header area 1 1, in accordance with the sector identification data PID1 and PID2 in

the 1st header area 1 1, it records on the 2nd first portion and latter half part of the

header area 31 repeatedly, however, the track 9 which does not shift and arrange the

pit sequence of the uneven shape formed in the 2nd header area to an

inside-and-outside circumference like the pit sequences 21a and 21b formed in the

1st header area but with which a tracking servo is performed — it is mostly arranged

on a center line.

[0098]By making the same the format of the error correcting code etc. which the 2nd

data area 37 makes equal to the amount of information recorded on the one sector 10

in the rewritable area 5 the amount of information recorded on the one sector 30, and

are added, The length of the 1st data area 17 and a data area is substantially made the

same.

[0099]Generally, record by embossing in dedicated reproduction area can be

performed with high precision at the time of disk production. In dedicated reproduction

area, since it is only reproduced, data does not need to correspond to rewriting of the

data by a user. Therefore, the gap area 1 3 provided in rewritable area, the 1 st guard

data area 23, the 2nd guard data area 18, and the buffer space 19 are unnecessary in

dedicated reproduction area. Therefore, these fields should be deleted if priority is

given to the storage capacity of an optical disc. However, since data formats will differ

in dedicated reproduction area and rewritable area when these fields are deleted, As

the conventional example explained, the thing the object for dedicated reproduction

area and for [ rewritable ] area for which two lines are prepared, and these are

changed and used is needed in a timing generating circuit, a demodulator circuit etc.

In order to double reproductive timing, the field corresponding to the gap area 13, the

1st guard data area 23, the 2nd guard data area 18, and the buffer space 19 is

provided, Since a tracking error signal breaks off in these fields when not forming a pit

sequence in these fields, the tracking servo in dedicated reproduction area will

become unstable.

[0100]So, in this example, the 2nd dummy data field 33 is arranged into the portion

pinched by the header area 31 and the data area 37 in each sector 30, and the 3rd



dummy area 34 is arranged between the data area 37 and header area 31 of following

sector 30".

[01 01]As data recorded on the 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields 33 and 34, For example,

the specific pattern (specific bit length pattern corresponding to specific pulse width

and a pulse interval) of a modulation code used for the same abnormal conditions of

data as the 1st dummy data field 15 (VFO) in rewritable area is continuously

recordable. By using such a specific pattern, PLL drawing in of a regenerative-signal

processing circuit can be early operated to stability also in dedicated reproduction

area.

[0102]A mirror area as well as rewritable area may be provided between the header

area 31 and the 2nd dummy area 33.

[0103]When playing this example **** optical disc, it is completely the same as that

of the case where it is based on the optical disk recording and the playback equipment

100 explained with reference to drawing 3 in Example 1. The envelope detecting signal

in that case, the difference signal in rewritable area, the sum signal in rewritable area,

and the sum signal in dedicated reproduction area are as being shown in drawing 4 (e)

- drawing 4 (h) respectively.

[0104]As mentioned above, according to this example, in rewritable area and

dedicated reproduction area, the principal part of the data format, such as making

sector length the same, — a profile — by similarly arranging, management of a sector

can be unified in dedicated reproduction area and rewritable area, and processing of

search of a sector, etc. can be unified. Therefore, it becomes possible by

communalizing a regenerative-signal processing circuit in rewritable area and

dedicated reproduction area to reduce circuit structure.

[0105]In this example, in drawing 4 (a) and drawing 4 (b), are displaying so that the

data area 1 7 of rewritable area and the data area 37 of dedicated reproduction area

may be located in a line to the same timing, but. If not the thing to restrict to this but

the length of these data areas is equal, even if the arrangement shifts forward and

backward, unific sector management by this invention can be performed effectively.

[0106](Example 3), next the 3rd example of this invention are described. In

reproduction of dedicated reproduction area, this example explains the data array

which can perform a tracking servo stably. The data format of the optical disc in this

example is the same as that of the optical disc which rewritable area and dedicated

reproduction area explained in Example 2.

[0107]Generally, various methods are one of the methods which perform tracking

control along the track of an optical disc. For example, there is a phase difference



detection method as a tracking servo method effective in the track formed by the pit

sequence 29 as shown in drawing 4 (d).

[0108]The 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields 33 and 34 shown in drawing 4 (b) arrange

continuously the specific pattern (specific bit length pattern corresponding to specific

pulse width and a pulse interval) of a modulation code used for the abnormal

conditions of data, as Example 2 described. However, when such a specific

consecutive pattern has been arranged on the adjoining track, the technical problem

that the tracking servo by a phase difference detection method becomes unstable

occurs.

[0109]Here, why a tracking servo becomes unstable is explained below.

[01 10] Drawing 5 is a figure explaining the principle which acquires a tracking error

signal with a phase difference detection method. The beam spot 57 carries out

tracking of the pit sequence 29 of the uneven shape which forms the track 9 in

dedicated reproduction area. The light of the beam spot 57 is reflected by the pit

sequence 29, and the catoptric light is detected by the quadrisection photodetector

appearance 58. the quadrisection photodetector 58 receives the catoptric light from

the beam spot 57 — an electrical signal — changing . The quadrisection

photodetector 58 comprises the four parting planes A, B, and C and D. The sum signal

S11 of parting plane A+C is generated by the operational amplifier 59, and the sum

signal S12 of parting plane B+D is generated by the operational amplifier 60. The

phase comparator 61 carries out the phase comparison of the two sum signals S11

and S12, and generates the tracking error signal S13.

[01 1 1]If the beam spot 57 separates from the center line of the track 9 to the up side,

in order that catoptric light may receive diffraction with the edge of the pit 29, the

phase of the sum signal S1 1 of parting plane A+C progresses. On the other hand, if the

beam spot 57 separates to the center line down side, the phase of the sum signal S12

of parting plane B+D will progress conversely. Therefore, the tracking error signal S13

showing the gap from the track center of the beam spot 57 is acquired by the phase

comparators 61 detecting the phase contrast of these two sum signals S11 and S12,

and changing into a voltage signal.

[01 12] Drawing 6 and drawing 7 show the tracking error signal acquired by the

above-mentioned phase difference detection method, when the beam spot 57 shifts

from a track center. Drawing 6 shows the output wave of the sum signals S1 1 and S12

when the beam spot 57 separates from the object track 9a, when the same data

pattern is completely recorded on the object track 9a (pit sequence 29a) which should

be carried out tracking, and the adjoining track 9b (pit sequence 29b). As shown in



drawing 6 , it has separated from the locus 64 of the beam spot 57 from the object

track 9a.

[01 13]In this case, as for the light of the beam spot 57, light is diffracted by the upper

edge of the pit sequence 29a of the object track 9a at the quadrisection side A+B side

of the quadrisection photodetector 58. However, since the adjacent track 9b also has

the pit sequence 29b of the completely same pattern, the light of the beam spot 57 is

simultaneously diffracted by the lower edge of the pit sequence 29b of the adjacent

track 9b at the quadrisection side C+D side. As a result, although the phase contrast

of the sum signal S11 of quadrisection side A+C and the sum signal S12 of

quadrisection side B+D was lost and the beam spot 57 has separated from the object

track 9a as shown in drawing 6 , the output of the tracking error signal S13 becomes

zero.

[01 14]Thus, when the pit sequence which completely has the same pattern is formed

in the adjacent tracks 9a and 9b, even if a track blank arises, the tracking error signal

S13 does not occur, but a tracking servo becomes unstable.

[01 15] Drawing 7 is an output wave figure of the sum signals S1 1 and S12 by a phase

djfference detection method when the pit of a data series which is different in the

object track 9a on the track 9b contiguous to the object track 9a is arranged. The

beam spot 57 assumes that tracking of the locus 64 from which it separated from the

object track 9a is carried out like drawing 6 .

[01 16]Also in this case, as for the light of the beam spot 57, light is diffracted by the

upper edge of the pit sequence 29a of the object track 9a like the case of drawing 6 at

the quadrisection side A+B side of the quadrisection photodetector 58.

Simultaneously, the light of the beam spot 57 is diffracted by the lower edge of the pit

sequence 29b of the adjacent track 9b at the quadrisection side C+D side. However,

since the arrangement patterns of a pit differ with the object track 9a and the

adjacent track 9b, in the portions 65 and 66 whose edge of the pit in two adjacent

tracks corresponds. Although the output of the two sum signals S1 1 and S12 is in

agreement like the example of drawing 6 and phase contrast does not arise, since the

positions of the edge of the pit in two adjacent tracks differ, in the other portion,

phase contrast arises in the two sum signals S1 1 and S12.

[01 17]Since object track 9a pit arrangement and the pit arrangement of the adjacent

track 9b also produce at random the portion whose edge of the pit of two tracks

corresponds like the portions 65 and 66 there is no correlation mutually and it is

indicated to drawing 7 that are random, the occurrence frequency of the coincident

part of edge decreases. In the frequency domain used for a tracking servo, even if the



portion from which phase contrast is not acquired arises at random, when generating

the tracking error signal S13, it hardly becomes a problem.

[01 18] However, if it crosses throughout the 2nd and 3rd dummy data fields 33 and 34

and phase contrast is no longer acquired as shown in drawing 6 for example, it will

become impossible to fully acquire the tracking error signal S13 when a track blank

arises, and tracking servo control will become unstable.

[01 19]Hereafter, in order to prevent disorder of the above tracking servos, the data

format in the 2nd effective dummy data field 33 and the 3rd dummy data field 34 is

explained.

[0120] Drawing 8 (a) shows the example of a format which has arranged the random

data 73 and 74 which the 2nd dummy data field 33 and the 3rd dummy data field 34

were made to generate in an M sequence. Since correlation of the pit arrangement

pattern in an adjoining track will be lost if the initial value of the random data

generated in an M sequence is changed between two tracks which adjoin at least,

coincidence of the pit edge position between adjacent tracks is randomized. Therefore,

even if it performs the tracking servo by a phase error detection system,

comparatively stable control is attained.

[0121] Drawing 8 (b) The random data 73 of the M sequence same to the 2nd dummy

data field 33 as drawing 8 (a), The example of a format which has arranged the specific

pattern of a modulation code used for the abnormal conditions of the succeedingly

same data as the VFO field [ in / for a part / rewritable area ] 15 (drawing 4 (a)) at it

is shown.

[0122]As shown in drawing 8 (b), it is effective in stabilizing drawing in of PLL of a

regenerative-signal processing circuit to the data area 37 arranged following on it by

making a part of second half of the 2nd dummy data field 33 into the VFO field 75

(VF01). Although the tracking error signal S13 does not generate the VFO field 75,

since the VFO field 75 is a part of dummy data field and a tracking servo can be stably

applied before and behind that, it is satisfactory practically.

[0123] Drawing 8 (c) and 8D show the example of a format which has arranged

respectively the data synchronization series 76 and 77 which can specify the timing of

the starting point of the data area 37 as the 2nd dummy data field 33. Drawing 8 (c)

shows an even numbered track, and drawing 8 (d) shows an odd numbered track.

[0124]As mentioned above, in order to secure the tracking servo stable in the phase

error detection system, it is necessary to arrange a mutually different data series

between adjacent tracks. Therefore, the data synchronization series 76 and 77 which

are different with an even numbered track (drawing 8 (c)) and an odd numbered track



(drawing 8 (d)) are arranged.

[0125]As shown in drawing 8 (c), the data synchronization series 76 counted up by

closing price FF (HEX) is arranged in an even numbered track. If it does in this way,

since the timing by the starting point of the data area 37 is detectable in real time in

the 2nd dummy data field 33, the starting point of the data area 37 can recognize

certainly by the regularity (count-up) of the data synchronization series 76.

[0126]As shown in drawing 8 (d), the data synchronization series 77 counted down by

the closing price 00 (HEX) is arranged in an odd numbered track. The timing by the

starting point of the data area 37 is detectable in real time in the 2nd dummy data field

33 by the regularity (countdown) of the data synchronization series 77 like the case of

an even numbered track.

[0127]Thus, in the example of a format shown in drawing 8 (c) and drawing 8 (d). By

arranging a data synchronization series which is different to each 2nd dummy data

field 33 in an adjoining track, the effect that the starting point of the data area 37 is

certainly detectable is expectable with stabilization of a tracking servo.

[0128]As mentioned above, according to this example, by randomizing the data array

of the 2nd dummy data field 33 between adjacent tracks, also when the tracking servo

in dedicated reproduction area is a phase error detection system, a comparatively

stable servo is possible. The starting point of the data area 37 is certainly detectable

with stabilization of a tracking servo by arranging a data synchronization series which

is mutually different from an adjacent track to the 2nd dummy data field 33.

[0129]As mentioned above, although the data array of the 2nd dummy data field 33

was explained, a desirable data array is employable as a tracking servo similarly about

the 3rd dummy data field 34. Although the above explained the reproduction motion

(tracking servo) in dedicated reproduction area, the reproduction motion in rewritable

area is as the optical-disk-recording playback equipment 100 (drawing 3 ) having

explained in Example 1.

[0130](Example 4) In the above-mentioned Example 3, the direct development of the

pattern of the data (numerals) recorded on the dummy data field can be carried out at

the time of reproduction. By this example, in order to lessen correlation between the

dummy data recorded on an adjoining track, how to use a modulation code is explained.

[0131]First, one value is beforehand decided as data recorded on a dummy data field.

And data with little correlation is generated by scrambling this value. For example,

since all the bits are 0 or 1, based on this value, (FF), (00), etc. which were expressed

with the hexadecimal number can generate data simply. Scramble generates random

data like an M sequence from a certain initial value, and is realized by taking the



exclusive OR of this and the data to record. A next example explains the generation

method of scramble data in detail.

[01 32]If the data to record is the same and the initial value of data is also the same,

the data after scramble will become the same. However, even if the data to record is

the same, correlation of the data after scramble can be made small by changing an

initial value. It is difficult in order to change an initial value in all the sectors, and to

have to hold very many initial values. However, in order to lessen correlation of the

dummy data field between adjoining tracks, initial values just differ between the

adjoining sectors, and the amount of track round may be [ the same data ] sufficient.

When the sector number contained in a track round by the radius position on an

optical disc changes, the continuous sector number which has the same initial value

should just be below the minimum sector number contained on 1 round of tracks. The

continuous sector number which has the same initial value is set to M, and the kind of

initial value is set to N. If such a value of M and N is created from the address

information of the sector contained in sector identification data, it is simple.

[0133]For example, as address information of a sector, if 3 bytes of data is used,

about 16,770,000 sectors can be expressed. If such a value of M and N is a

exponentiation of 2, generation of scramble data is easy. This example explains the

case of M= 16 and N= 16. The initial value of N pieces can be acquired as follows, for

example. First, it is binary, the data of the address information of sector identification

data is expressed, it counts from the least significant bit, and the 4-bit data from the

5th bit to the 8th bit is used. By making this 4-bit data correspond and setting up an

initial value, N= 16 kinds of initial values can be expressed. An initial value is updated

every M= 16 sector, and suppose that it becomes a track round term with 256 sectors.

[0134]Therefore, since 16 continuous sectors have the same initial value, it can

guarantee that the initial values of scramble differ between the sectors which the

sector number of a track round adjoins from 16 sectors to 256 sectors. Scramble

processing of the data recorded using these initial values is performed, and also it

becomes irregular with the numerals for record, and records on a dummy data field.

[0135]Thus, a data series which is different to the dummy data field between adjoining

tracks can be arranged to the same data by performing scramble using a different

initial value between adjoining tracks (corresponding sector).

[0136]Therefore, since the data array of the dummy data field between adjacent

tracks can be randomized efficiently, even if it performs a tracking servo using a

phase error detection system in dedicated reproduction area, realization of

comparatively stable tracking control is possible according to this example.



[0137](Example 5), next the 3rd example of this invention are described, this example

— sector management — efficient — ****** — the data array of rewritable area or

dedicated reproduction area is explained. [ like ]

[0138]It is an above-mentioned example, and as explained, for example with reference

to drawing 4 (a) and drawing 4 (b), the data which should be recorded on an optical

disc is divided for every data volume corresponding to the data area 17 (rewritable

area) or the data area 37 (dedicated reproduction area) of each sector. As mentioned

above, an error correcting code is added to the record data of each sector. As this

error correcting code, there is not the correction code method completed within each

sector but a method which performs error correcting code-ization to a set of two or

more sectors. The meeting of such two or more sectors is called an ECC block. That

is, an ECC block serves as a unit of error-correcting-code-izing. When it constitutes

one ECC block from k sectors (for example, set of k= 16 sectors), even if the error of

the length for about 1 sector occurs, it becomes possible to correct the error. If such

an error correcting code is used, both the number of the sectors recorded on

rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area will serve as an integral multiple of an

ECC block. That is, the sector of the integral multiple of k will be recorded for each

area.

[0139]On the other hand, it is desirable to manage the sector contained in each area

by a track unit in rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area, in order to manage

a sector efficiently in an optical disc. However, the sector number for a track round

does not necessarily become an integral multiple of the sector number contained in

one ECC block. Therefore, when two or more ECC blocks are recorded, data is not

necessarily completed in a place with the sufficient end for a track round. In many

cases, data will be completed in the middle of for a track round. Since guide track

formation of a groove or the land is carried out even if the non-recording sector of

data remains, it is possible to perform tracking control in rewritable area. However, in

dedicated reproduction area, since the pit sequence formed there will be disrupted if

there is a non-recording sector, tracking control becomes unstable.

[0140]Therefore, in this example, in order to fill a part for a track round with data so

that sector management can be performed by a track unit, dummy data is recorded to

the remaining sectors that record data ended. As dummy data to record, the specific

pattern (specific pulse width and pulse interval) of the same modulation code as the

VFO field 15 in rewritable area can be arranged continuously, for example. By using

dummy data as such a pattern, PLL of a regenerative-signal processing circuit can be

stably operated also in the sector which is not recording the user datum.



[0141]It is also possible to record M sequence random data, the pattern of a data

synchronization series, or the data to which the scramble by Example 4 was applied

like the 2nd dummy data field explained in Example 3. Drawing 9 shows optical disc V

by this example. As shown in drawing 9 , in the connection section of the dedicated

reproduction area 3 of an inner periphery, and the rewritable area 5, dummy data is

recorded on the sector 71 of the dedicated reproduction area 3. Similarly, in the

connection section of the dedicated reproduction area 2 of a peripheral part, and the

rewritable area 5, dummy data is recorded also on the sector 72 of the dedicated

reproduction area 2.

[0142]Thus, by, for example, supplementing the sector of the dedicated reproduction

area which remained by un-recording with the sector for which dummy data was

recorded like error correction block ECC, when recording data per predetermined

record, Rewritable area and a terminal area can always be started from the head of a

track. This can perform sector management on an optical disc efficiently.

[0143](Example 6) In the 6th example by this invention, the concrete example of the

data format in the sector 10 of rewritable area and the sector 30 of dedicated

reproduction area is explained.

[0144] Drawing 10 (a) and drawing 10 (b) show the layout of the sector 10 of rewritable

exclusive area, and drawing 1

1

(a) and drawing 1

1

(b) show the layout of the sector 30

of dedicated reproduction area. First, generation of the data recorded on the 1st data

area 17 of the sector 10 and the 2nd data area 37 of the sector 30 is explained.

[0145]The sector 10 and the sector 30 set to 2048B (B expresses a byte it is the

same as that of the following) data volume recorded on one sector. 6B addition of

RSV is done for IED which performs error detection of 4B and data ID for data ID

which shows a data area number (sector address) as 2B and a reserve, and in order to

perform error detection of these whole, EDC of 4B is added. These are collectively

called the 1st data unit. The data length of the 1st data unit is set to

2048+4+2+6+4=2064 (B).

[0146]This information data part (2048B) is scrambled. The method of scramble is the

same method as what was used to the dummy data field shown in aforementioned

Example 4, and is performed as follows.

[01 47]First, a shift register is constituted so that the so-called data of an M sequence

may be generated, and an initial value is set as this, synchronizing the initial value in

this shift register with data, and shifting it one by one — false — random data is

generated. By taking exclusive OR for every bit, scramble is realized in the information

data recorded as pseudo-random data.



[01 48]As mentioned above, information data is 2048B and the data volume is the 1 1th

power of 2. Therefore, as an M sequence, the primitive polynomial of the 1 1th power

or more of 2 is needed. In 3 which has a paragraph of the 1 1th power or more by the

primitive polynomial which constitutes an M sequence - 5 paragraph type, the

following minimum degree is the 15th power. As an example, the primitive 3 paragraph

type (X
15+X 4

+1) which has a paragraph of the 15th power of 2 will be used. Realization

by the shift register 150 of this primitive polynomial is shown in drawing 12 .

[0149]As shown in drawing 12 , the length of the shift register 150 is 15 bits (entries

r14-r0). The shift register 150 takes the exclusive OR of the bit of the entry r14, and

the bit of the entry r10, and feeds back the result to the entry rO. Pseudo-random

data is generable by setting up the initial value of 15 bits beforehand provided in this

shift register 150, and making it go round one by one according to a bit clock. And for

example, the exclusive OR of 8 bits (entries r7-r0) of the low rank of the shift register

150 and 8 bits (1B) of information data is taken every eight clocks, and this is

repeated 2048 times. The scramble of the information data of one sector is carried

out by this. The scramble of the information data of each sector can be carried out

independently (substantially there is no correlation) by resetting the shift register 150

for every sector, and resetting up an initial value.

[01 50]Here, the continuous sector number which has the same initial value is set to M,

and the kind of initial value is set to N. Such a value of M and N can be created from

the address information of the sector contained in identification data. If the value of

the above M and N is a exponentiation of 2, generation of such scramble data is easy.

It is referred to as M= 1 6 and N= 1 6 as an example. The initial value of N pieces can be

acquired as follows, for example. First, it is binary, the data of the address information

of sector identification data is expressed (when a sector address is 3B, they are 24 bit

length), it counts from the least significant bit, and the 4-bit data from the 5th bit to

the 8th bit is used. By making this 4-bit data correspond and setting up an initial value,

N= 16 kinds of initial values can be expressed. Correspondence with the value of the

above-mentioned 4 bits and an initial value is defined beforehand, and uses a

conversion table etc. An initial value is updated every M= 16 sector, and it becomes a

track round term with 256 sectors.

[01 51]As mentioned above, the 1 st data units that performed scramble processing are

collected by 16 sectors, and the error correcting code by a Reed Solomon code is

constituted. The arrangement of 172Bx192 line is constituted by arranging the data

unit for one sector in 172Bx12 line, and collecting them by 16 sectors. Numerals are

added outside 16B to each sequence of this arrangement. Next, the inner code of 10B



is added to each line. Thereby, the data block (37856B) of 182Bx208 line is

constituted. This is called an ECC block.

[0152]Next, it interleaves so that numerals may be contained in each sector outside

1 6B. The data of each sector is set to 1 82 Bx1 3-line =2366B.

[01 53]Next, it becomes irregular with a recording signal. As a recording signal, the RLL

code (Run Length Limited) with which the run length after abnormal conditions was

restricted is used. Here, 8/16 conversion code which changes 8-bit data into 16

channel bits is used as a recording signal. This conversion is performed according to

the conversion table (translation table) defined beforehand. The data of four kinds of

16 channel bits can be made to correspond as opposed to one 8-bit data. This kind is

called the State. The State used for conversion of the following data is also

beforehand specified to the above-mentioned conversion table.

[0154]An example of such a conversion table is shown in drawing 13 . For example, a

16-bit code sequence (Y
t) is acquired by changing the first data (D

t) by the table of

the State 1 (S
t
=1). The following data is chosen from the table of the State (St+1 )

specified by pre- conversion. Although omitted about the detailed control method, the

dc component contained in a recording signal can be oppressed by controlling

selection of the State.

[0155]At this time, the shortest bit length is restricted to three channel bits, and the

longest bit length is restricted to 1 1 channel bits. In order to take the synchronization

at the time of reproduction, the synchronization code of 2B is inserted. A

synchronization code is inserted in every [ of the half for the one line 182B ] 91 B. As

a synchronization code, the code of 32 channel-bit length with the pattern which does

not usually appear is beforehand defined several kinds with the 8/16

above-mentioned conversion code. Thereby, the data of one sector is set to 186

Bx1 3-line =241 8B.

[0156]The composition of the above data is common in rewritable area and dedicated

reproduction area. Thus, the data of 241 8B obtained is recorded on the 2nd data area

37 of the sector 30 of dedicated reproduction area, as are shown in drawing 10 (a),

and shown in the 1 st data area 1 7 of the sector 1 0 of rewritable area, or drawing 1

1

(a).

[0157]As shown in drawing 10 (a), in rewritable area, the postamble field 45 of 1 B (PA)

is arranged following the 1st data area 17. In the 8/16 above-mentioned conversion

code, in order to decode data correctly at the time of reproduction, it is required to

provide the termination of numerals in the last of a recording signal. Therefore, the

pattern which modulated the numerals defined beforehand according to the

conversion rule is recorded on the 1st postamble field 45.



[0158]Ahead of the 1st data area 17, the starting point of the 1st data area 17 is

shown, and the PURISHINKU field 44 (PS) which records the PURISHINKU data for

taking a byte synchronization is formed. Beforehand, PURISHINKU data has the length

of 3B (48 channel bits), and defines numerals with a high pattern of autocorrelation.

For example, the pattern "0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 00100001

0000" expressed with the NRZI code is used.

[0159]The VFO field 15 shown in drawing 10 (a), the 1st guard data area 23, the 2nd

guard data area 18, the gap area 13, the buffer space 19, and the mirror area 12,

Respectively, they are the VFO field 15 (VFO) explained by drawing 4 (a), the 1st

guard data area 23 (GD1), the 2nd guard data area 18 (GD2), the gap area 13 (GAP),

the buffer space 19 (BUF) and the mirror area 12 (M), and the same field. The guard

data area 23, the VFO field 15, and the PS field 44 form 1st dummy data field 15'. In

drawing 10 (a), the number shown under each field shows the byte length of the field.

The same may be said of drawing 10 (b), drawing 1

1

(a), and drawing 1

1

(b).

[0160]As shown in drawing 10 (a), in 1st dummy data field 15', the VFO field 15 is

formed in front of the PS field 44. The VFO field 15 is a field which records the data of

a specific pattern in order to operate PLL drawing in of a regenerative-signal

processing circuit to stability early. It is better to include many reversal (NRZI code a

table under "1") of numerals in drawing in of PLL. However, when performing

high-density record, in a repetition of the shortest bit length of a modulation code, the

amplitude of a regenerative signal is small, C/N also becomes low, and drawing in of a

stable clock becomes difficult. Then, the repeated pattern of four channel bits which

are bit length short next is used. If expressed with an NRZI code, it will become the

pattern "... 1000 1000 ..." In order to secure the number of times and drawing-in time

of reversal required for drawing in of a stable clock, the length of the VFO field 15 is

set to 35B.

[0161]The 1st guard data area 23 is formed in front of the VFO field 15, and the 2nd

guard data area 18 is formed behind the postamble field 45 (PA). As Example 4

explained, when record and elimination are repeated and are performed, with a

rewritable optical disc, degradation by the heat load in the portions of the start edge

of the Records Department and a termination becomes large. The length of the field

that this degradation portion does not reach [ from a VFO field ] PA field is required

for a guard data area.

[0162]Since a recording medium has the character in which degradation progresses

by repeating and recording the same data on the same place, the recording position of

the 1st data area 17 is moved by making the length of the 1st before and behind the



data area 17, and the 2nd guard data area 23 and 18 expand and contract. However,

the length of the sum total of the 1st guard data area 23 and the 2nd guard data area

18 is set constant. It is more preferred than the result of an experiment to take the

length of B as B and the 2nd guard data area 18 (45-k) as the 1st guard data area 23

(15+k), and to set movement magnitude to 7B from k= 0. The length of the sum total

of both guard data areas is constant at 60B. As data recorded on a guard data area, it

is considered, for example as the repeated pattern "... 1000 1000 ..." of the four same

channel bits as the VFO field 15.

[0163]As mentioned above, the 1st guard data area 23 shown in drawing 10 , the VFO

field 15, the PURISHINKU field 44, the 1st data area 17, the postamble field 45, and

the 2nd guard data area 18 turn into an information storage field which records data,

and the data length is set to 251 7B.

[0164]The gap area 13 is used in order to set up laser power. In order to secure time

required for setting out of power, the gap area 13 has the length of 10B. Even if the

buffer space 19 has a rotational variation of a disk motor, and the eccentricity of a

disk, the field (time width) which does not record is provided so that the termination of

record data may not lap with the following sector. The buffer space 19 has the length

of 40B. The mirror area 12 provides the length of 2B in order to secure time required

for the judgment of offset of a tracking servo.

[0165]Next, with reference to drawing 1

1

(a), the composition of the sector 30 in

dedicated reproduction area is explained. As shown in drawing 1

1

(a), the sector 30

includes the header area 90, the 2nd dummy data field 33, the 2nd data area 37, and

the 3rd dummy data field 34. As mentioned above, the data length recorded on the 2nd

data area 37 is 241 8B as well as the data length recorded on the 1 st data area 1 7. The

postamble field 47 (PA), the 2nd pad region 85, and the postamble field 86 (PA) of 1B

are arranged like the sector 10 following the 2nd data area 37.

[0166]In this example, like the case of Example 2, the 2nd dummy data field 33 is

arranged between the header area 90 and the 2nd data area 37, and the 3rd dummy

data field 34 is arranged between the data area 37 and the head of the following

sector. In order to secure the reliability at the time of reproduction of the data area 37,

the PURISHINKU field 46 of the VFO fields 84 and 3B of 35B (PS) is established in the

2nd dummy data field 33 like the case of the sector 10 of rewritable area. As shown in

drawing 11 (a), the 2nd dummy data field 33 includes the 1st pad region 82 and

postamble field 83 (PA) of 30B further. The 3rd dummy data field 34 is formed from

the postamble field 47, the 2nd pad region 85, and the postamble field 86.

[0167]The pattern and data length of data which are recorded on the VFO field 84 and



the PURISHINKU field 46 presuppose that it is the same as the VFO field 15 and the

PURISHINKU field 44 which were shown in drawing 10 (a). As data recorded on the

2nd and 3rd dummy data fields, as Example 4 explained, to the data of (FF) which

expressed with the hexadecimal number, scramble is performed using a different initial

value between contiguity sectors, and the data series modulated with 8/16

above-mentioned conversion code is used. The method of scramble is the same as

the method held to the data area 37. It counts for setting out of an initial value from

the least significant bit of PID explained later, and the 4-bit data from the 5th bit to

the 8th bit is used for it. The initial value corresponding to this 4-bit data presupposes

that it is the same as the initial value of the data area 37.

[01 68]8/1 6 conversion coding is started from the head of each pad region from the

State 4 in the conversion table shown in drawing 13 , for example. Thus, the generated

data series is recorded on the 1st pad region 82 and 2nd pad region 85. The 1st pad

region 82 is equivalent to the gap area 13 of drawing 10 (a), and the 1st guard data

area 23, and the 2nd pad region 85 is equivalent to the 2nd guard data area 18 and

buffer space 1 9 of drawing 10 (a).

[0169]In rewritable area, the length of the 1st and 2nd guard data areas 23 and 18 is

fluctuated. In dedicated reproduction area, by making the length of a corresponding

pad region equivalent to the average length of the 1st and 2nd guard data areas 23

and 18, the 1st pad region 82 is set to 28B, and the 2nd pad region 85 is set to 80B.

Behind the 1st and 2nd pad regions 82 and 85, in order to end a modulation code, the

postamble fields 83 and 86 of 1 B are arranged respectively.

[0170]Next, the composition of each header area in recordable area and dedicated

reproduction area is explained. As explained referring to drawing 4 (a) in Example 2,

the header area 1 1 of rewritable area, From the center line of the groove track 7

(guidance groove 6), the pit sequences 21a and 21b which are divided into the first

portion 11a (sector identification data PID1) and the latter half part 11b (sector

identification data PID2), and correspond could shift only the outline 1/4 of the groove

pitch radially, and have been arranged. The pit sequence 21a and the pit sequence 21b

are arranged so that the gap may become a counter direction. This example arranges

the header area 80 similarly.

[0171] Drawing 10 (b) shows the data format of the header area 80 of the sector 10 of

rewritable area. As shown in drawing 10 (b), in the header area 80, four sector

identification data (PID) is arranged. These sector identification data is set to PID1,

PID2, PID3, and PID4 at arrangement order. And for example, the first portions PID1

and PID2 of 64B are displaced to the periphery side of a disk, and the latter half parts



PID3 and PID4 of 64B are displaced to the inner circumference side of a disk.

[0172]In each sector identification data PID, 4B is assigned to the Pid field showing

the address information of a sector, and 1 B is assigned to a sector number at the

variety of information of sectors, such as a number of 3B and a PID field, the address

information of the sector of the groove track 7 with which displacement arrangement

is performed to the center line is boiled and recorded on the Pid3 field 213 and the

Pid4 field 218 in PID3 and PID4 of a latter half part. And the address information of

the sector of the land track 8 which adjoins the periphery side of this groove track 7 is

recorded on the Pid1 field 203 and the Pid2 field 208 in PID1 and PID2 of the first

portion.

[0173]The error detecting code of 2B to each Pid field is added, and these are

recorded on the IED fields 204, 209, 214, and 219. The data of a Pid field and an IED

field is modulated with the 8/16 above-mentioned conversion code. These abnormal

conditions are started from the State 1 from the head of each Pid field using the

conversion table shown, for example in drawing 1

3

. In order to end a modulation code,

the postamble fields 205, 210, 215, and 220 of 1B are arranged behind an IED field.

[0174]In front of the Pid fields 203, 208, 213, and 218, the starting point of each Pid

field is shown and the AM fields 202, 207, 212, and 21 7 which record the address mark

for taking a byte synchronization are formed respectively. As an address mark, the

numerals of the pattern not appearing, for example, 3B (48 channel bits) length, are

chosen with 8/16 conversion code. For example, the pattern "0001 0001 0000 0000

0000 0100 0100 0100 0000 0000 0001 0001" expressed with the NRZI code can be

used. Since this pattern contains twice the pattern of 14 channel bits longer than 1

1

channel bits which are the longest bit length of a modulation code, its carrying out

erroneous detection during reproduction of the usual data decreases.

[0175]A corresponding VFO field is established in the head of each sector

identification data PID. A VFO field is a field which records the data of a specific

pattern in order to operate PLL drawing in of a regenerative circuit to stability early.

For example, the repeated pattern of the four channel bits "... 1000 1000 ..." can be

used like the thing VFO field in Example 2. As mentioned above, the header area 80

makes 1 set the first portions PID1 and PID2, and the latter half parts PID3 and PID4

are made into 1 set, are displaced on the contrary radially, and it arranges them. Since

restarting of a bit synchronization needs to be possible for the 1st VFO field 201 and

21 1 used as the head of each class in order to take a bit synchronization certainly, it

makes the length longer than other VFO fields. Since the VFO fields 206 and 216 of

2nd each class only take resynchronization, they may be short. In this example, 36B



and the 2nd VFO field 206 and 21 6 are set to 8B for the 1 st VFO field 201 and 21 1

.

[0176]Therefore, in the case of PID1, the VFO field 201 (VF01), the AM field 202, the

Pid field 203, the IED field 204, and the postamble field 205 are arranged, and the

length is set to 46B from the head at each PID, for example. Similarly, in the case of

PID2, the VFO field 206 (VF02), the AM field 207, the Pid field 208, the IED field 209,

and the postamble field 210 are arranged, and the length is set to 18B from the head.

The same may be said of PID3 and PID4 of a latter half part.

[0177]Next, data arrangement of the header area of dedicated reproduction area is

explained, referring to drawing 1

1

(a) and 11B. In [ as Example 2 (drawing 4 (a) and

drawing 4 (b)) already explained, adjust data arrangement of the header area 31 of

dedicated reproduction area in data arrangement of the header area 1 1 of rewritable

area, and ] the physical arrangement on the other hand, The pit sequence

corresponding to the header area 31 has been arranged to the track 9 in-line one.

Also in this example, the header area 90 is arranged like Example 2. The data array in

the header area 90 in dedicated reproduction area and its length (bit length) are made

the same as that of the header 80 (drawing 10 (a)) in rewritable area. That is, as shown

in drawing 1

1

(a), the header area 90 is 128B and identification data PID is recorded

repeatedly 4 times (PID1-PID4). As shown in drawing 1

1

(b), in the case of PID1, the

VFO field 231 (VF01), the AM field 232, the Pid field 233, the IED field 234, and the

postamble field 235 are arranged, and the length is set to 46B from the head. Similarly,

in the case of PID2, the VFO field 236 (VF02), the AM field 237, the Pid field 238, the

IED field 239, and the postamble field 240 are arranged, and the length is set to 18B

from the head. The same may be said of PID3 and PID4 of a latter half part.

[0178]As mentioned above, according to this example, a data series which is mutually

different in the dummy data field 33 of the adjacent track in dedicated reproduction

area or 34 can be arranged. This is realizable by performing scramble with a different

initial value between contiguity sectors to the data (for example, FF) of predetermined

immobilization, using the same scramble as the scramble to the data recorded on the

data area 37. By becoming irregular with the same recording signal as the recording

signal used to the data of the data area 37, and recording such scramble data on the

pad region 82 or 85, Also when the tracking servo in dedicated reproduction area is a

phase error detection system, a comparatively stable servo becomes possible. The

scramble circuit and recording signaHzed circuit for creating the data recorded on

the pad regions 82 and 85 can be communalized with the scramble circuit for data

creation and recording signaHzed circuit which are recorded on the data area 37. By

this, composition of a recording signal processing circuit can be simplified and circuit



structure can be reduced.

[0179]Although the position of the data area 17 was moved in this example by making

the length of the 1st and 2nd guard data areas 23 and 18 expand and contract in

recordable area, this invention is not limited to this. For example, the length of the gap

area 13 and the buffer space 19 may be made to expand and contract similarly, and it

may be made to expand and contract combining them further.

[0180](Example 7) Above-mentioned Example 6 explained the example of the data

array of the sectors 10 and 30 in recordable area and dedicated reproduction area. As

shown in drawing 10 (a) and drawing 1

1

(a), in recordable area, the PURISHINKU field

44 was formed in front of the back data area 17 of the VFO field 15, and the

PURISHINKU field 46 is formed in front of the back data area 37 of the VFO field 84 in

dedicated reproduction area.

[0181]On the other hand, in the conventional optical disc, as shown, for example in

drawing 23 , the data area 450 is immediately arranged after the VFO field 403. The

data area 450 comprises the data synchronization series 404a and 404b

corresponding to a head, two or more data blocks 405a and 405b by which ... has been

arranged, and ...

[0182]In the above data formats, after stabilizing drawing in of the clock in a PLL

circuit by the VFO field 403 first at the time of reproduction, the data synchronization

series 404a is detected. And the head of the data area 450 is recognized and the first

data block 405a is reproduced by detection of the data synchronization series 404a.

[0183]Into however, the portion of the 1st data synchronization series 404a that

specifies the start timing of the head data block 405a in the above composition. For

example, when damage to the record film of an optical disc, etc. arise, there is a

problem that an error occurs in the synchronous data to read and the starting position

of the head data block 405a cannot be pinpointed in it.

[0184]Since it becomes impossible to specify not only the head data block 405a but

the block number of the continuing data block 405b if the starting position of the head

data block 405a cannot be pinpointed, An error occurs to the data of the data area

450 of the whole sector, and reading becomes impossible.

[01 85]However, since the PURISHINKU field is provided behind the VFO field as

mentioned above according to the data format of Example 6 of this invention, Even if

an error occurs for the 1st data synchronization series in a data area, initial-data

block data start timing is detectable with sufficient reliability.

[0186]Example 7 explains such a PURISHINKU field to details more.

[0187] Drawing 14 (a) shows the data format of one sector of the rewritable area of



the optical disc by this example, and drawing 14 (b) shows the data format of one

sector of dedicated reproduction area. In drawing 14 (a) and 14B, the same reference

mark is given to the portion which is common in the data format of the optical disc by

the example described until now, and correspondence is shown.

[0188]As shown in drawing 14 (a), the sector 10 The header area 80 (sector

identification data PID1), The mirror area 12 (M) and the gap area 13 (GAP) following it,

the 1st guard data area 23 (GD1), It has the VFO field 15, the PURISHINKU field 44

(PSY), the 1st data area 17 (DATA), the postamble 45 (PA), the 2nd guard data area

18 (GD2), and the buffer space 19 (BUF). The 1st data area 17 is divided into two or

more data blocks 5a and 5b and and the 1st corresponding data synchronization

series 4a and 4b and ... are arranged in the head of each data block.

[0189]The mirror area 12 is a flat-surface part in which neither the pit nor the slot is

formed, and it is used in order to take offset of tracking. The 1st and 2nd guard data

areas 23 and 18 are fields which record the data pattern defined beforehand, in order

to compensate the cycle degradation by heat load. The 1st guard data area 23 is

arranged at a record data leader, and the 2nd guard data area 18 is arranged at a

record data trailer. The gap area 13 is a field for absorbing the signal disorder in the

data recording start edge, or setting up record laser power. The VFO field 15 is the

3rd data synchronization series, and the numerals of the single cycle defined

beforehand are recorded continuously. Since the reproduction starting position of

data is pinpointed, the PURISHINKU field 44 is 2nd data synchronization series shown

in this example. The postamble 45 ends a modulation code, and it is provided in order

to make regenerative-signal processing shift stably.

[01 90]In the sector 30 of dedicated reproduction area, As shown in drawing 14 (b), the

pad region 82 (DMY) and the postamble 83 (PA) are formed instead of the gap area 13

of recordable area, and the 1st guard data area 23, Instead of the 2nd guard data area

18 and the buffer space 19, stability of tracking is planned by forming the pad region

85 (DMY) and the postamble 86. However, the data array (format) of other portions is

the same as that of the sector 10 shown in drawing 14 (a). Below, the 2nd data

synchronization series arranged to the PURISHINKU field 44 in the sector 10 of

recordable area and the PURISHINKU field 46 in the sector 30 of dedicated

reproduction area is explained in detail. Although the PURISHINKU field 44 in the

sector 10 of recordable area is explained as an example, the same may be said of the

PURISHINKU field 46 in the sector 30 of dedicated reproduction area below.

[01 91]As mentioned above, the data format by this example has the data array which

added the 2nd data synchronization series (the PURISHINKU field 44 or 46) between



the 1st data synchronization series 4a and the 3rd data synchronization series (the

VFO field 15 or 84) which have been arranged at the head of a data area. In order to

make the 2nd data synchronization series detect a specific position in a code

sequence, what is called autocorrelation is strong for it, and assigns the specific

pattern by which it is not generated to it at other data divisions.

[0192]At the time of signal regeneration, first, the 3rd data synchronization series

(VFO field 15) is reproduced, with the repeated pattern of a single cycle, a clock is

drawn in a PLL circuit and this is stabilized. After a clock is fully stable, the position of

the 2nd data synchronization series (PURISHINKU field 44) is detected. The read-out

starting position of the 1st data synchronization series 4a located in the head of an

information data field from this detection position can be pinpointed. Next, it becomes

possible by establishing the synchronization with the data of the data area 1 7 using

the 1st data synchronization series 4a to reproduce data to right timing further.

[0193]As shown in drawing 14 (a), when dividing the data area 17 into a data block, two

or more 1st data synchronization series 4a and 4b and .. are arranged in the data area

17, and their relative redundancy increases. Therefore, in order to fully secure the

record section for user data, it is necessary to shorten the length of one data

synchronization series. On the other hand, the 2nd data synchronization series

(PSY44) can constitute the length of the code sequence for a long time, in order to

detect more certainly, since only one exists in one sector.

[0194]Therefore, according to this example, the position of the 2nd comparatively long

data synchronization series (PSY44) is certainly detectable, The read-out starting

position of the 1st data synchronization series 4a located in the head of the data area

17 from the position of the 2nd detected data synchronization series (PSY44) can be

pinpointed. By this, even if it constitutes the 1st data synchronization series 4a short,

that detection can be performed stably.

[0195]Next, the example of the code pattern of the 2nd data synchronization series is

explained. In this example, as a recording signal, 8 bits of data are changed into 16 bits

of channel bits of a recording signal, and 8/1 6 numerals whose shortest bit length is 3

channel bits and whose longest bit length is 1 1 channel bits are used. Here, the

interval of one channel bit is expressed with T. An NRZI code is used for the notation

of data. In an NRZI code, it is reversed by bit"l" and a signal level is not reversed by

bit "0." The 2nd data synchronization series needs to satisfy restriction of the

mark/space length by a recording signal.

[0196]Therefore, the shortest recording bit length in this example is set to "100."

Since the numerals of the 3rd data synchronization series (VFO field 15) are



reproduced stably, it is required that the cycle should include many edge information

(level reversal) which can perform positive drawing in of PLL for a long time than the

shortest recording bit length. So, in this example, the code sequence constituted by

repetition of "1000" is used as 3rd data synchronization series recorded on the VFO

field 15. Therefore, the mark in the VFO field 15 and space length are set to 4T.

[0197]As mentioned above, since the 2nd data synchronization series of the

PURISHINKU field 44 is detected after it performs clock synchronization from the 3rd

data synchronization series of the VFO field 15, it can perform synchronous

reproduction more certainly by considering it as the numerals which can take a

synchronization every 4T. Therefore, it is effective as 2nd data synchronization series

to use the combination of the pattern of four channel bits.

[0198]case an average of the mark length of the 2nd data synchronization series and

space length is close to the cycle of the repeated pattern (it is hereafter considered

as a VFO pattern) of the 3rd synchronization series of a VFO field on the other hand

— an NRZI code — a table — it will exist in a position which "1" resembled by two

code sequences in the bottom. Therefore, when a bit error etc. occur at the time of

reproduction, the probability of detecting a VFO pattern accidentally with the 2nd

data synchronization series becomes high. Therefore, it is made to take a large

distance between numerals of the 2nd data synchronization series and a VFO pattern

in this example. However, in order to make an average of the mark length of the 2nd

data synchronization series and space length shorter than the cycle 4T of a VFO

pattern, many patterns 3T which are the shortest recording bit length need to be

included, and the stability at the time of reproduction is spoiled. Then, it is made for an

average of the mark length of the 2nd data synchronization series and space length to

become longer than the cycle 4T of a VFO pattern in this example.

[0199]The numerals symbol by which the 2nd data synchronization series by this

example is 4 bit length, and level reversal is included only once in it, "0001", "0010",

"0100", and "1000", It is considered as the code sequence constituted combining 4

bit length numerals symbol "0000" which level reversal does not generate two or

more.

[0200]Next, the more concrete example of the code sequence which constitutes the

2nd data synchronization series is shown. This example also uses the 8/16

aforementioned modulation code. In order to use 2 bytes of numerals as 1st data

synchronization series so that it may mention later, 3 bytes is used as 2nd data

synchronization series. If it changes by the 8/16 aforementioned modulation code, as

a record channel bit, it will become 48 bit length. If the combination of the numerals



symbol of the above-mentioned 4 bit length is used, it will become the length of 12

symbols. Hereafter, four examples of a code sequence are shown.

[0201 ](1) The 1st example of a code sequence (pattern 1)

The "0100 0010 0100 0010 0010 0010 0100 0100 1000 0010 0100 1000" pattern 1, It

is the same as the pattern by which the standard is carried out at ISO/IEC 10089, and

is constituted by "0100", "0010", and three kinds of symbols of "1000."

[0202](2) The 2nd example of a code sequence (pattern 2)

The "1000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0000 1000 0010 0100 0100 0001" pattern 2 is

constituted by "0100", "0010", "1000", "0001", and five kinds of symbols of "0000."

[0203](3) The 3rd example of a code sequence (pattern 3)

The "0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0010 0001 0001" pattern 3 is

constituted by five kinds of same symbols as the pattern 2.

[0204](4) The 4th example of a code sequence (pattern 4)

The "0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0010 0001 0000" pattern 4 is

also constituted by five kinds of same symbols as the pattern 2. As explained in detail

later, these people are the patterns found out uniquely, and this pattern is strong also

to an error as a data series of the PSY field 44 arranged between the VFO field 15 and

the data area 17, and is an example of a pattern which gives the detection result of

having excelled.

[0205] Drawing 15 shows the kind and digital integrated value (absolute value of DSV)

of the symbol which constitutes the maximum of the mark length of each pattern, an

average of space length and mark length, and space length and the minimum, and a

pattern as comparison of the characteristic of the above-mentioned patterns 1-4.

[0206]As shown in drawing 15 , all of the minimum and the maximum of the mark/space

length generated by each pattern were set to 3T and 6T, and they have satisfied the

limit value (the maximum length 11T, minimum length 3T) of the abnormal conditions

by 8/16 modulation code.

[0207]The average mark / space length of the patterns 1-4 had better differ from 4T

which is a repeating cycle of the 3rd data synchronization series as mentioned above.

The average mark / space length of the pattern 1 are 3.7T, and is comparatively close

to 4T so that drawing 15 may show. This is because three kinds of symbol [ each ]

which constitutes the code sequence of the pattern 1 is a symbol from which 1 bit in

4 bits is certainly set to "1." Since the pattern 1 in particular does not contain the

symbol of "0000", it becomes difficult [ it / to make average mark / space length

longer than 4T ].

[0208]On the other hand, the code sequence of the patterns 2-4 is constituted using



five kinds of symbols containing symbor'0000", and can make average mark / space

length longer than 4T.

[0209]As one of the indices showing the characteristic of a recording signal, a

recording signal can be expressed with an NRZI code and the digital integrated value

(DSV) which changed "1" of each bit into one value, changed "0" into -1 value, and

integrated all the numerals can be used. Since the dc component contained in a

recording signal will serve as zero if this digital integrated value is zero, the dc

component of a regenerative signal is not changed but binary-ization of a regenerative

signal can be performed stably. The digital integrated value of each pattern is as being

shown in drawing 15 , and is set to 0 by the pattern 4.

[0210]Next, detection of the 2nd data synchronization series (PSY field) is explained.

[021 1] Drawing 16 shows an example of the PSY detector circuit 200 which detects

the 2nd data synchronization series. As shown in drawing 16 , the PSY detector circuit

200 is provided with the 1st shift register 91, the 2nd register 92, the number counter

93 of coincidence, the threshold circuit 94, the synchronizing detection permission

generation circuit 95, and AND circuit 96. In this example, as mentioned above, the

length of the 2nd data synchronization series presupposes that it is 48 bits, and sets

to S0-S11 12 4 bitHength symbols which constitute the 2nd data synchronization

series. That is, the pattern of the 2nd data synchronization series is expressed with

the symbol trains SO, S1, S2 S11.

[0212]First, the pattern (symbol trains) SO of the 2nd data synchronization series, S1,

S2, S11 are held to the 2nd register 92. And the regenerative signal which should

perform PSY detection is inputted into the 1st shift register 91 ,
making it shift one by

one. And coincidence detection (pattern match) of the 2nd synchronization series SO

- S1 1 which were held at the 2nd register 92 is performed for every 4 bits of every, i.e.,

a symbol. The congruous numbers of symbols are calculated at the number counter 93

of coincidence, and the result is outputted to the threshold circuit 94. The threshold

for judging that the 2nd data synchronization series was detected is beforehand set to

the threshold circuit 94, and when the counted value calculated at the number

counter 93 of coincidence exceeds this threshold, a detecting signal is outputted from

the threshold circuit 94.

[0213]For example, if a threshold is set to 8, the threshold circuit 94 will output a

detecting signal, when an input regenerative signal, and the 2nd synchronization series

SO - S11 are in agreement. [ eight or more-symbol ] When there was no error in a

regenerative signal and the 2nd data synchronization series is detected, shifting 1 bit

of the contents of the 1st shift register 91 at a time, all 12 symbols are in agreement.



The synchronizing detection permission generation circuit 95 outputs the gating signal

showing the period which should detect the 2nd data synchronization series. When the

threshold circuit 94 detects the 2nd data synchronization series throughout [ this

patent period ], the detecting signal of the 2nd data synchronization series is

outputted to a system control circuit (not shown) from AND circuit 96.

[0214]Although the pattern match was performed for every 4-bit symbol in this

example, a pattern match may be performed by making other numbers of bits, for

example, 1 bit, into a unit.

[0215]Next, the example which assigned the concrete code pattern according to the

data format shown in being drawing 14 (a) and (drawing 14 (b) being also the same) is

shown. Drawing 1 7 shows an example of the data format from the VFO field 15 to the

first data block 5a.

[0216]As shown in drawing 17 , in the VFO field 15, the data series of the repeated

pattern by "1000" presupposes that at least 64 bits exists as 3rd data

synchronization series. The 1st data synchronization series 4a of the data area 17

that continues after the 2nd data synchronization series of the PSY field 44, Suppose

that it is 32 bits pattern 4a-1 "00000000000001 0001 " or pattern 4a-2:"

0001001000000100 0000000000010001". [ 0001001001000100 ] Suppose that it is

the head part of the data block 5a following the 1st [ further ] data synchronization

series 4a arbitrary 1 6 bits.

[021 7] Hereafter, the pattern match obtained in PSY detection about the patterns 1

and 4 among the examples (patterns 1-4) of the 2nd above-mentioned data

synchronization series is explained.

[0218]Here, the 2nd data synchronization series is performed using the detection

window 97 of 48 bit width, as shown in drawing 17 . It detected by shifting the

detection window 97 in -64 bit to +48 bits from a reference position by making into a

reference position the position from which coincidence of 12 symbols should be

obtained to the 2nd data synchronization series, if errorless. And as mentioned above,

comparison with the symbol of the 2nd [ per 4 bits ] data synchronization series of an

input signal was performed, and it asked for the number of the pattern match. The

result is shown in drawing 19 (a) and 19B. Generally the graph shown in drawing 19 (a)

and 19B is called an autocorrelation function. And make the threshold of a pattern

match into eight symbols, and let the position whose eight or more symbols

corresponded be a detection position of the 2nd data synchronization series.

[0219]In order to take into consideration the influence of the 1st [ to detection of the

2nd data synchronization series ] data synchronization series 4a data block 5a here,



the result of drawing 19 (a) and 19B is searched for as follows. About pattern 4a-1 of

the 1st data synchronization series, and pattern 4a-2, the direction (namely, pattern

which has influence which is not preferred by detection of the 2nd data

synchronization series) where the value of a pattern match becomes large more is

chosen at each time. When the detection window 97 shifts to about 40-bit or more

right-hand side from a reference position, as shown in drawing 17 , the data block 5a

which follows the 1st data synchronization series 4a is contained in the detection

window 97. Therefore, the pattern (16 bits) of the data block 5a influences detection

of the 2nd data synchronization series greatly. Then, the pattern (16 bits) of the data

block 5a which gives most many numbers of pattern matches is used supposing the

case of being the worst.

[0220]As a result, as drawing 19 (a) and drawing 19 (b) show, the maximum of the

value of a pattern match when the detection window 97 shifts on the left of a

reference position (namely, position of the bit shift 0) is 4 by the pattern 4 to being 5

by the pattern 1 . Also when the detection window 97 shifts on the right of a reference

position, in the range of 40 bits, it is 4 from a reference position by the pattern 4 to

the maximum of the pattern match by the pattern 1 being 6. In order for the value of a

pattern match in case there is the detection window 97 in addition to a reference

position to prevent detecting the 2nd data synchronization series accidentally, it is

desirable to become as low as possible. Therefore, it can be said that the

characteristic of the autocorrelation to a bit shift is excellent in the direction of the

pattern 4.

[0221] Next, the autocorrelation nature of each example of a pattern of the 2nd data

synchronization series at the time of edge shift generating and slice change is

investigated. A 1-bit edge shift means that a regenerative signal becomes "01000"

and "00010" in the place which should be essentially set to "00100", for example.

Drawing 18 (a) - drawing 18 (c) are the figures explaining slice change. Slice level is a

standard of binary-izing of a regenerative signal, a regenerative signal is sampled, the

case where the value becomes larger than slice level is set to "1", and binary-ization

is performed. The result of binary-izing is expressed with an NRZI code. As shown in

drawing 18 (a), binary-ization of a regenerative signal is performed by originally slicing

in the center position of the amplitude of a regenerative signal. However, when a slice

level rise arises, or slice level descent arises as shown in drawing 18 (c) as shown in

drawing 18 (b), the standard of binary-izing of a regenerative signal will shift. As a

result, the signal series which should be essentially reproduced with "10001000" by

an NRZI code as shown in drawing 18 (a), At the time of a slice level rise, it is



reproduced with "10010000", or is reproduced with "10000100" at the time of

(drawing 18 (b)) and slice level descent (drawing 18 (c)).

[0222]Drawing 20 A and 20B show the result of the worst value of a pattern match at

the time of generating from one place to three places in the position of 1 bit of edge

shift arbitration in the window 97 which detects the 2nd data synchronization series.

Drawing 20 C is changed from "10001000" of original [ pattern / of the VFO field 15 ]

to "10010000", when slice level rises, When the 2nd data synchronization series of a

PSY field also has the same change as it, the result of a pattern match is shown, and

drawing 20 D shows the result of the pattern match when slice level descends

conversely similarly.

[0223]As shown in drawing 20 A and 20B, whenever an edge shift part increases one,

on the whole, the value of a pattern match rises one time in almost all bit positions. As

a result when in the case of the pattern 1 two edge shifts occur so that drawing 20 A

may show, also in positions other than the reference position of the detection window

97, there is a part where the value of a pattern match becomes 8, and there is fear of

erroneous detection. However, even when two edge shifts occur in the case of the

pattern 4, the maximum of the value of the pattern match in positions other than the

reference position of the detection window 97 is 6, and there is little possibility of

erroneous detection.

[0224]When it detects [ according to drawing 20 C ] by shifting the detection window

97 from the reference position to the range of 64 to 48 bits on left-hand side

(minus-among figure side) in the case of the pattern 1, That is, when a pattern match

with the signal series of the VFO field 15 which carried out slice change is performed,

there is a part where the value of a pattern match becomes high rapidly (the value is

8), and erroneous detection may be carried out as 2nd data synchronization series.

However, also when slice level is changed in the case of the pattern 4, the maximum of

the value of the pattern match in the reference position of the detection window 97 to

left-hand side is 5, and there is little possibility of erroneous detection.

[0225]As mentioned above, as this example explained, the characteristic as a

recording signal is also good and that of the 2nd data synchronization series of the

pattern 4 is preferred as 2nd data synchronization series that records the possibility

of erroneous detection for a synchronized signal on a PSY field few also to an edge

shift, change of slice level, etc.

[0226]

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, also when carrying out tracking of which

of a groove track and a land track according to the optical disc of this invention, It is



possible to reproduce the sector identification data of the 1st header area, and it is

not necessary to provide a header area for exclusive use to a groove track and the

land tracks of each.

[0227]In the preformat of rewritable area, the 1st header area can be formed easily

and with high precision on an optical disc by carrying out wobbling of cutty GUBIMU

which forms a guide rail (groove track) to an inside-and-outside circumference from

the center of a groove track. Therefore, in order to form the header area of rewritable

area, it is not necessary to provide separately the light source for KATTIGU for

exclusive use.

[0228]Thus, according to the optical disc of this invention, a preformat inside is often

[ accuracy ] and easily realizable in rewritable area using the single light source for

KATTIGU. Therefore, even when rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area are

intermingled, a preformat can be realized using conventional Kattan GUMASHIN.

[0229]The length [ according to / as explained above / this invention ] of the sector in

dedicated reproduction area, By making the same as that of the length of the sector in

rewritable area, the length of a header area, and the length of the data area which

records on each sector the length of a header area, and the length of the data area

recorded on each sector, The data format of dedicated reproduction area is adjusted

in the data format of rewritable area. By this, management of a sector can be unified in

dedicated reproduction area and rewritable area, and processing of sector search etc.

can be unified.

[0230]By adding a dummy data field before and behind the information data field of

dedicated reproduction area according to this invention, The length of the sector in

dedicated reproduction area, the length of a header area, and the length of the data

recorded on one sector can be made the same as that of the length of the sector in

rewritable area, the length of a header area, and the length of the data recorded on

one sector. By this, management of a sector can be unified in dedicated reproduction

area and rewritable area, and processing of search of a sector, etc. can be unified.

[0231]According to the optical disc of this invention, even if it is the optical disc

format in which rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area were intermingled, it

is not necessary to provide independently the regenerative-signal processing circuit

to rewritable area and dedicated reproduction area. Therefore, a signal processing

part can be communalized, the circuit structure of optical-disk-recording playback

equipment can be reduced, and a reliable regenerative-signal processing circuit can

be realized by easier circuitry.

[0232]According to this invention, even if the tracking servo in dedicated reproduction



area is a phase error detection system, it is stabilized, a tracking error signal can be

detected and a comparatively stable tracking servo is possible. The starting point of

an information data field is certainly detectable with stabilization of a tracking servo

by arranging a data synchronization series which is mutually different to the 2nd

dummy data field in an adjoining track.

[0233]According to this invention, by supplementing the sector of the dedicated

reproduction area which remained by un-recording with the sector which recorded

dummy data, the terminal area of rewritable area can always be started from the head

of a track, and sector management can be performed efficiently.

[0234]According to this invention, by using the 2nd strong data synchronization series

of autocorrelation nature for a PURISHINKU field, a PURISHINKU field can be

detected with high reliability and the start timing position of the data area arranged

following a PURISHINKU field as a result can be pinpointed surely. By this, it is

stabilized and reproduction of the recorded data can be performed.

[0235]By making the average of a mark/space length in the 2nd data synchronization

series longer than an average of the mark/space length of a VFO field as composition

of the 2nd data synchronization series, A pattern match can be made hard to start to

the pattern of a data synchronization series used for a VFO field. This effect is

realizable, whether it is in the state which does not have an error in a regenerative

signal or is in the state where an edge shift arises or slice level is changed. Therefore,

as a data series of the PURISHINKU field arranged between a VFO field and a data

area, such 2nd data synchronization series is strong also to an error, and can obtain

the detection result of having excelled.

[0236]Since change of a dc component is not affected by making the digital integrated

value of the 2nd data synchronization series into zero, the stability of a regenerative

signal is not spoiled by addition of the 2nd data synchronization series.

[0237]There is an effect which prevents the mark recorded on an optical disc when

the 2nd data synchronization series satisfies the limit value on a modulation-code rule

being too small, and causing waveform interference, or a mark being too large, the

inversion interval of a signal becoming long, and clock synchronization becoming

unstable.



2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is a figure showing the example of arrangement of the rewritable area of

the optical disc by this invention, and dedicated reproduction area.

[Drawing 2] It is a figure showing the data format and regenerative signal of an optical

disc by one example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is a figure showing the regenerative-signal treating part which plays the

optical disc by this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is a figure showing the data format and regenerative signal of an optical

disc by another example of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is a figure showing the principle of the tracking control by a phase error

detection system.

[Drawing 6] It is a figure showing the waveform of a tracking error signal in case the

same data series as an adjoining track is recorded.

[Drawing 7] It is a figure showing the waveform of a tracking error signal in case a data

series which is different on an adjoining track is recorded.

[Drawing 8] It is a figure showing the example of a data format of the dummy data field

by one example of this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is a figure by one example of this invention showing the optical disc

which recorded the dummy data for sector control.

[Drawing 10] It is a figure showing the data format of the rewritable area by one

example of this invention.

[Drawing 1 1] It is a figure showing the data format of the dedicated reproduction area



by one example of this invention.

[Drawing 12] It is a figure showing the example of composition of the circuit which

generates the scramble data based on one example of this invention.

[Drawing 13] It is a figure showing an example of the conversion table of a modulation

code.

[Drawing 14] It is a figure showing the data format of the rewritable area of the optical

disc by one example of this invention, and dedicated reproduction area.

[Drawing 15] It is a figure showing comparison of the characteristic of each pattern of

the 2nd data synchronization series by this example.

[Drawing 16] lt is a figure showing the example of composition of the detector circuit

of the 2nd data synchronization series.

[Drawing 17] It is a figure showing the 2nd detecting method and detection range of a

data synchronization series.

[Drawing 18] It is a figure explaining change of the slice level of binary-izing.

[Drawing 19] It is a figure showing the autocorrelation function of the pattern 1 in case

there is no error in a regenerative signal, and the pattern 4.

[Drawing 20 A] It is a figure showing the autocorrelation function of the pattern 1

when an edge shift occurs from one place to three places, and the pattern 4 in an

alignment pattern detection window.

[Drawing 20 B] It is a figure showing the autocorrelation function of the pattern 1

when an edge shift occurs from one place to three places, and the pattern 4 in an

alignment pattern detection window.

[Drawing 20 C] It is a figure showing the autocorrelation function of the pattern 1 at

the time of changing slice level, and the pattern 4.

[Drawing 20 D] It is a figure showing the autocorrelation function of the pattern 1 at

the time of changing slice level, and the pattern 4.

[Drawing 21] It is a figure explaining the conventional optical disc.

[Drawing 22] It is a figure showing the regenerative-signal processing circuit which

plays the conventional optical disc.

[Drawing 23] It is a figure showing the data format of the conventional optical disc.
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[0022] *i£iE£j;5ftfVx*«, wm>smftm

iB03te^Wtt*« -arfciasv- 7 K J: oTi-ff
-*tfiB®£tt££ 1 Or-^SSt«rWLTV>5c W, 10

2 m82<Di>9 2*m\-rzm\ ;r-#%
ttsmzcD^y^mmt, fcf>y h8HCj:-3TB£SJ8f*

* . hi ur- 3»miRvm ut- $mm<D7?~

$

[0 0 2 3] 1 -30£flfcM£&^T, fijIH^lO-b^^

<D&4ti, ffiiBI! l Cvy*!Bi*fct(ie* l Cf-?l

BuiE®2tfH:**<D&4fcj:, fufS^2cD^'7^^ci;fij

-zmant, mwi2<D7:-$mi&t ;tcD%(DWi2<D-kt 30

zcom 2 c\7 ^fgw i: (DHcKB^nfc® 3 -

[0 0 2 4] 1 OOllMMcfe^T, itutBff 2 Stf^ 3

sh77 * £Dttjsf §^-r-zmmmmzn%r
-* $81 i: ii ffiHBO ft 1^ v PL.T-ttntttSa 40

[0025] MfE^y^Ax-^Wi, M&Wy--7"

[0 0 2 6] fHeS2&tf^3 0^5—r-^fS««,

5Ufc. f^y^r-£&yiJfc§|tl^>TEB£ft3S

[0 0 2 7] tufS^2&y'B3©^5-r-^Wi,
< i: fc*©-a»c, ma'am 2 ©f-^I«OPfl!i6* 50

#Pwl 2 0 0 0 - 8 2 2 1 9

8

[0 0 2 8] fufB!g2&t;fg3cD^-T-2nW^#
S ft§ itu!Br-* IrIIWJRJU ti > WWBROt*- * Bl

1 h77 *»c9J 0 tRfcTiss^nsif^

[0 0 2 9] fijfaH2Rt):^3£D^5-r-^^«>

[0 0 3 0] 1 OOHfig^J{CfeVT> tuiam 1 o-tr^^

«fcoTlo©fg»)fnE:/Dy*%#lJ5)tU kflOflBRtS

O-tr^^tr-^^lBSL, k mUT<Dm <0 V-k * % \z

[0031] *^K«fc«7tr-i'x^{i, mwim^m

Xrrjwzh*), mm 1 (Dimmmt, f-fX7«fi

777fre4^1©h777^U ^l©h77

14, R% 1 ©-b^^SiWJI-SiWJf-^^Cra l o

ioTi—*fr-^^iBS?ns® 1 ©T-^tf
t%^U KSg2©7J-*ESffi«fi, K^xVX^S

fi^Ift C3flJ^KO tT «y hm <to ntcm 2 <D h 5
•y^£WU SS2©h7>y^l4«»c0®2O-b^^f£:
^*j?n, «-H2o-tr^^«, mm2<D-t?2%m\t
mmr~9^tsm2<D^y^mmt, mv vm^z

WT£o K^l&tJ;'^2cDx-^^cO />ft<

[0 0 3 2] 1 OOSISfi^JtfeV^T, MI5tf$Sx-^tB

m it

m

&<Dt-27v y ? LTEB* ti>

7 ^co5feal(ctulB^ l ©7*-*|B|»BR*JjWEIIS

raJW^JOMtHuf;:, Mna^' 2 Or-^J^IiWES

[ o o 3 3 ] m l < it, mmm 2 (DT-$mimmc



9

fetts r i j *n»c, roj hwcsj*lt£15
mtmw lfcx^'*;mjw»#*-e&s .

[ 0 0 3 4 ] »$ L < tt, BufBm 2 <£>t-*H8!^U
a, MEiif-^iiStfci^v-^ft ( r i j fcb

<(i roj stfx^-xfi ( roj tL<a

[0 0 3 5] £?£L<(4, ifiHS2<D7*-^lRlffi^Jt<:

!B^3cDr-^|HlW^iJ©v-^ft&y'X^-Xfti; i3 10

[0 0 3 6] $f£l,<tt, Mi2Sl2©r-*RISB^J
«, 4 fcf-y hfc-ffli: Lfct?Ht'»#7l/, To 1 0

oj , ro o i oj , r i o o oj , ro o o i j ,

ro o o oj ©v>-fn*»o^y#/i/*l«R«B*^*>-&

[0037] micmb<n, mmmzof-mmfk
mi. roooo oioo oioo 1000 o

010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0

010 oooi 0 00 0J 0«H*JR3»J*£trr-* 20

[0 0 3 8]

(HMU) ^ffiWcJcSftxVx^, a—tfW

%TA7s>7 1 «, ^O^m»(76ft/cB£»fflxU
7 2, rtJi*lC»tt6nfcS4»fflxU7 3,

#fflxo 7 2 1 3 tvmicBiitetircwmm^v 7 5 30

[0 0 3 9] S4«fflxU7 2Rtf3JCfe^r«,

vmn&^v M4, s4Wfflxu7 2&tJ: 3^iB®-rs

S£9fflr- * fc
h°

-y h fi£R tfBB5U"M^ ft

So «^nJt^xU7 5(cfe^T«, r-fX*S*B±K*

xh^^^-fYvy^Rrs^nmf^xh^^yY v 40

7 -y * tfBiSSftSo h77 ZRXf?

y

K h

5

y*%^T1(H«h5y*fcfW'*z:fcE"r*o iff, 0
1 fcfc^T(4^Tft<Dx>J 7tc*5l>T&, X/W^/W
CD h7"y^7b^2ftT^So
[0 0 4 0] S^W^x U 7 5 ©flfg h777 \mWi<D

&%mtz-&ram-?-i>ic&^X3L—tfT-$mzu
Sti«f iof-^i«J:^U'V^ 0 little, H4

M2 0 0 0-8 2 2 1 9

10

t- $ *-$Zsm 2 -y #iHU i: , t! <y hmc £ oT§
* ft fell 2<DT-$mW.t*MLX

t^So (ICt^tC, Jtf^X^Ol lsl^CDb-7-y^^

[0 0 4 1 ] 02 (a) ~02 (h) t±#HfifeWC<fc£>

ffVX7 1 Of-^7t-V7 H ^USfrtS0T*&

Hj!tSo 0 2 (a) 14, 3&Rj&6xiJ7 5 0#-fe** 1

0tfettSff-^7^—T<y hffl&a«U 02 (c) it

2 (a) tCfeV^T(4, 0 2 (c) PS
fS20cD'Iffffit-7'y^Cir-^7t-v-y h &*<E>%|

aWBB?iJt^JS*^T^;LT^So 0 2 (a) fcgSSft

S£?(;:, SWcffM2ft/c|?rtF-7'y7 6(C;ftU *
<Diffg^;l/-7 F 9 >y ^7 7 9 , »Blif*^ >Kb
7-^8 3:45. for, TofVX^ i±0#^nj|gx

U 7 5 T'tt, ^;V-7* h77^7 Stfv >Kh77^8
^atlBg^nSo a—*fti> ^-7h7-y^7S
t>'7> F h777 8%&%lc h7'y^yy"t5L tic 4;

&t>7>Ff7778 Offi^KiafiT** So

[0 0 4 2] 02 (a) 3 K, S$cfft£xy7

5tCfc^T, -tr^^l 0(4, SlO^f^'WKl 1 ("fe

tZmftT-ZV I D lRtfP I D2) Rtf«H8»*2
O^/uT^So il^fflHl lfcflHB1W«2 0

CDH(C«, 57-7-^7 1 2 (M) Rtf^ >y 7°fPS 1

3 (GAPaM'GAPb) WfBM^2
0(4, ft(Cpai-rSJ;7(C, ®l(D^ = -r-^fH«5l
5 (VFOfB$: VFOaMVFOb) , glCf-
*^g«l 7 (DATAaStfDATAb) , JkXSfi— K

r-*1E*l 8 (GDaMGDb) ^r^TV^So S

fc 1f«^iS2 0i:, fo^o-tr^^io' ^Hl<^^
«y^«l 1' fcOKK{4, 9 (BUF
aStfBUFb) !^tt£>ftS 0 $/c, 7";l/-7*h77

^7(ilt5lt6.nStS«*a VFOaStfDA
TAa^i:') , 7>P-'F7778 (il^tt P. ftS

b

WJx.(f, VFObMDATAb^^ T^LTt>
So ftKBteftMS!), WT«)fE«T*fe|Bl«T*a6So

_
[0 0 4 3] Hi cD'vy^Wl U4, 02 (c) \Ltk

t&7\Cs Wmrm&T&fcVV-v \-m l (e-yhylj

2 1 aStf 2 1 b) ^A,T-^So H-y h^J2 1 <0&fcT

y h07Ji'X^¥S73l^©1St4, ^F*3S6 (^;l/-7h

7777) cotl^^KWfC^LV^o b°-yF-?iJ2 1

aM*2 1 b(4, ftfctZMftWQ <DtyfoW.fr b'&ftM

6<D¥y? (^-7~tf7f-T p) <Dlfa 4#<D I

M £ fc (4 MtC f" UTIBB? ftT (wobbled) l>

S

0

*^M?iJTi4, SBlO'Ny^tBWl lttM^flPl 1 aS



(7)
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[0 0 4 4] oCO^^fC, tf-y h^J 2 1 a&tf2 1 b*

6 c £ ic «k 0 , *"Vl/-7 h <y v 7 7 RXfyy F b 7
>y v 8 ©^-fftfcft LT h =7 v*yW-ttft 5

fcfc, m 1 O-x-y ^J5? 1 l%S£T3;:^nJt^&
3 0 ^ CT) ^ t <i D . 7')l/-7h7777t3J:tf7yK

[0 0 4 5] tU ^";l/-7*h7>y^7Rt;^yFh7

/I/-7 F7^77i:7yKh7'yy8 <DtiLS%&?&*

rt» 6 cDipg J; 0K^MO t° -y h yiJ^ffMTSSI^M

-y f -r > & e:-a t im<D m:-L.*m^x* >y r
>T^ft* tfRfftTf*5 2 O© £-A &gtlSgf£
-5EJc«OO«HltTfeS 0 20

[0 0 4 6] *^Sf6Wlt«tn^ 3grtJ»6*^1-S/5:

7 ) cfj^fr 5 a o gsBHS^fcffl 7 * t* y y9
t 5 Z. £ J: 0 , SiJOTJ «yr i" >

7

e-hWl Z>&g
fc<, JgKD'vy^tfl 1 i^yhmz 1)

[0 0 4 7] 'vy^tStSl l Oili:S(ten557-v
-7 1 2 (4, y;l/-7'f7y77lfdi7>Kh77^
8©v^-rn%h7-y+y>^tTv^*^js-r5/*cJ6
KfigflJSnS. 30

[0 0 4 8] fty^l 3(13 aMl 3 b)

fwai ncfiaaav^afi:, ^-7h7yy± (i

3 a) Rtf5/yFh7>y?± (13 b) ±E«tt6ti*

[0 0 4 9] DHR1HK2 Oti, a-+f'^Fir^Or-^%

*tgi#l 5 (VFOaSD'VFOb) , ^\<D=f~9%
«17 (DATAaMDATAb) , Rtf#— Fx- 40

8 (GDaRtfGDb) *£A/Z?^3 (02

(a) ) c imWK2 OKfe^Tli, )tf*-f**l±fc

?n§ 0 ^«ffi©fa®SI^7t;l/7rXttH

m-?-9*Bi&t%z ttfx°%& 0 02 (c) (C/TN^n

3 cfc 7 7*/l/-7 F7777 KttK»V-^JIJ 2 2a

ft«2n, vyFhv>y^8{casagv-^5"j2 2 b

tfJfrjRSttSo 50

W2 0 0 0-8 2 2 1 9

12

[0 0 5 0] Si 0^5-f-*««l 5«,

ftfVx? 1 ft>60f!4^o«iaiil»»ci3ttS P L L

5lt3i**^<e^fi:ilf^«-&Sfeft^^ f#£co^7-
yj&IE»-r*VF0lHiS'e*5. ^5—7*-*«Wl 5

-*fiWU 7 fete, x^-UIE^^^/ufiPiTMOrL
-iff-*tfies2tts«> **-Fx-^^i 8 a, s

mmi 7©^atciBg^n?)o
[0 0 5 1 ] My7rlU dizmc&T-zmmb^y^l 3 i:[B]«tc. >trVx
7 1 cD0$^7-#£3i§^cfc, 1f$gM«2
4S*^-fe^^l 0' (D'N^y^^l 1' fiftSftl^J:

[0 0 5 2] »^BIt6xy7 5lC43V>Tt±, W±ittWt
?cr-^7*-v-y McfoT, <7";b-7h7-y^7 7&

[0 0 5 3] ML MZ (b) &tfE2 (d)

T % S^*fflx U 7 2 Rtf 3 lOolf%T-Z7 *-v >y

h%Uiwr«o 02 (b) « % B4i?fflxU7 2**^
«3<Dh^-y7 9©^-b7^ 1 0 K4ott^ff-^7^-
•7yh^L, 02 (d) liWJCSf Slf'y b9<JH:<fc5

[0054] n%Mm*v7 2]kxf3ia5^xit, ^
fm-£tiZVyb$\ (7°ytr>yh) (cJ;oTh7-y7 9

ftMSnS. 0 2 (d) c^snsA^t, SSWffl

xU7 2Rt)i 3(cfcnj-at;-y hmt, if©r-^^ttt
fcl^T fe |HfflW>W17*—v-y h tct^o TffM^n^o
IP*., \£y h^lj 2 9 tt, ftx-CX? 1 <D*@>3lflJ©(i

(Vfyhifi) »^nJ^xU7 5tCjfM$n§^rtr»
6 (^-7F77 7 7) colli Wlr-flB) £D»

[0 0 5 5] S4*fflxU72Stf 3K*^T«., *tt

BJtgx 'J 7 5 i: , h77^ *ffl&<D* ? % 3 0

K

E« o THBSf 5 C k fc ^ D , 1f*r- 5» ©ffifi

OODytr-f X^±fC#ft1-5S^#fflX U 7 2 Rtf 3 t

*S5Rlfiixy7 5 i:T?"fe^^OWl*t(E—U ^^^<f

WSLIV ^Ofci6, *HjtWT*l4, Suffix 'J

7 2St53{Cfclt§-b7^0fi$, ^N-y^^cDfiS,

xy7 5K*5ltS-tr^*<DM*, ^-y^Wdft^, R

^Rjtgxi;7<Dx-^7*-v-y Mcfi-&2#3o

[0 0 5 6]«T, S4*fflx'J7 2&tf3« ;Rft:W^

f-^7*-Vyh%llt5. 02 (b) tc^SftS



(8)

13

n^Mm^V7 2RXf3iC^X, -1:7*3 0

U;. S2C\7«3 1 (-fc^WWr-^P I D 1

RtfP I D2) Rtf®2©T-7^3 7*^A/t?l^

tctei!2©7* =~r-7H$3 5 (VFOl) £W?>
ftSo ^2©f-^I«3 7i:> *©&©*?*
30' COS 2 0^2^*83 1' fc©IHf<:«\ S3©7"
5-f-^«3 8 (VF0 2) W6n5.
[0 0 5 7] 0 2 (d) fc#£Jl5<k5fc^ 852©^
£^«3 1 K&f&-£tlZWa&tt<D\£y h5U«> 10

(SX'J 7 5 ©fg 1 ©-vy £K$©ttHc rt^ntr6 LT

-yh?ij2 9) ©«(£^L4ihu:E?ij£nT^So hk,
l^nJtgx U 7 5 © fc? y h 3\ 2 1 <»W$7)\'-'7W£-'£

UvDfcJtKLT* S**fflX U 7 2 Rtf 3 ic

fcttSt^y h?U2 9©ipg OfcfVX7¥&£lR]©£v h

4@) «^;l/-^*s<tD*<^^nSo
[oo5 8] zfc, mzcor-zmmz 7 icis^r

mt^r-zicu^T h?v*>w-*$ns h7 20

-y 7 9 ©Stfff^«Lh»Cffi?IJ«nSo
[0 0 5 9] CCX\ 02 (a) &tfH 2 (b) frbft

frS <fc 5 tc, S^oJ^xU 7 5 tcfeltSU 1 ©'vy ?'fi

Ml 1 fc» S^fflx'J7 2R0-'3tfentSS2O^\<y

^«W3 l i:(4, Wr-ZgU, r-£7*-v-y h

(«^ia?ij) s stMsift^aw-e&So
[0 0 6 0] £e>fc, s&nftgxyrsKfcW-ssi©
f-?w*i it, n%mm^)7 zRxszKmz'g
zn^-zmm 7 tit, fof-^m r-*7*
-V7h at^E^j) , &tfgaaraw*w-efc5. so

[0 0 6 1] 02(a) RXS2 BfcCT&ftSJ:?

K, ««pJ^xU7 5(cfcntS^lcDr-^^l 7©

3KfcltS3l2©T-*^«3 7©&«S
$0 3 6 fcfcfi^tftVSo
[0 0 6 2] £©£9^ *«Bl^xU7 5ilB4*ffl

X «J 7 2 Rtf 3 (CfcltSU 1 StfSS 2 ©'vy £1H§S 1 1

stf 3 1 Rxsm i atfas 2 (DT-$mn 1 7 3 7 ©

t>> m^tS^at, S4fS^«10SS©0SSM^ 40

*kk #Mitt%Zttffiimt%:Z>o

[0 0 6 3] 3J2©^~r-*£itf3 5lt, 312©^
-y*W3 1 i:SB2©f-^i«3 7©HfcM&fc!'y b

«lM£ti&<^> h77+y^lil§MnT
h 7 -y * y7+r-*w£S£*somn <* /c» Ktatt

?>ns 0 Sg2©7^-r-2fi$3 5©r-*«, 0J*

tf, mm njt^x y 7 5 1&ttsjg 1 © 5-r- 7mm
15 (VFOW ^C^pft^©^©^-*^
-y^EHfSo £©;: t(cJ;y N g£@E§©P L L5I

tji»*-^<$£tftft««*«:fc^*S. {HU b 50

2000-82219
14

7v*yW-tf<D&fe{t<Dtctblcte, ^cDffltcfc, 5
7J"Af-7 Affile©x-7 £EyiJ LT J; V\

[0 0 6 4]g3Oy'5-f-^I«3 8(i, S2©7*
5-x-^®«3 5i:p«(c, bvv^yymmia^tf
mwtix b 5 y *77"it-*W££ic&s©£K<'/c
totcES^nSo
[0 0 6 5] S*Wfflxy7 2Rt>*3tfel^t±, «_k

mmircmic mzto^w^m i<D\?vhm>%
2©-r-*®«3 7©h°'y hjljfc, h^y+^IH

*

2ns h77 >? 9 ©fs(?4>^± ice^ij $ nrv^ So s
IC, -fe*7 3 0Ol2OA-yy'HS3 1 fc^2©-r-*
^«3 7 4:©H, &tf-fe7*3 0©^2©ff-^^3
7fc*©^©-b^^3 0' 0120^7^3 1' t

©M{±, &^fg2&tf!g3©^--r-*Si$3 5&tf

3 8Tlli6P)tlT^So fct, 02 (d) lC*t&5
\><y Ymz 9©»1WE» S^WfflxU72R

Cf 3 F<i«±T hv y ^K®? tzi^-mm tr£ ^ 0

[0 0 6 6] MtmWLfcXolC, ^JSWKCfcSJtf*

-TX^ l©7*-V-y hfcintfx ^-7'h77^7
RZf7yVh7yy-8<DE%t>%h7V*y'!ft%t§£
Tt, Sl©^'y^i5?l l^S^t-S^t^oJff^fe

0 , ^;l/-7" h77^7fei:tf7yKh77^8
©^•y^wm^mmi^mti^\
[0 0 6 7] £fc, mft :M6 (^;b-7>7-y^7) %
MtS*7f^^-^h777 tp^*^ 5 7ifetC 7

rVx^y 1 ±fcgMfro^«aicffMfSCi:^-etS
©T% S 1 0^7 »5:IfMt 5 /cfeOlfSO^ 7

1

f^?g^SiJiilSitS^A^i/\ Sot *SMiJtc

^S^rVX^ 1 ©*#|pltgxy7 5©7y7*-v<y

!BiiB4sa©0SS«i*^J^t-s «: ttf-ezio

[0 0 6 8] 03 tt, ±!2©r-^7*-V'y h*#r
s^ss^Jtc^s^vx^ i ©iass4%ff
©> ^xvx^iass^gfii o o ©s^ffl^jaasp©

«)S^MWt^-r7D -y 7 0-es>So 0 3 fc^^ns
J; 5 tc, t^-tV 7 ^ISSS^SB 1 0 0©SilfM
8B«\ 2^*j)ttttH»i i o, mn^ryfx 1 1,

MlPt^7 y7l 1 2, X^-yf-HlSSl 1 3, 2\mtM

SS 1 1 4 , P L L (Phase-Locked Loop) 115, PI

Dg^sssi 1 6, ^^sy^massi 1 7, mm
1 1 8, St>~x^n-7^tii[H]SSl 2 0«rWLT^
So

[0 0 6 9] 2#*Bfl*tfi$l 10 (110 a&tf 1 1

0 b) BJfNyH (0^f) lc-&glftT*>y> tSrV

X ^ 1 ±©«g|Bjfgx y 7 5 ©7";l/-7 h 7 -y 7 7 RTJ

7>Fb77^8 (IBSv-7 2 2^tf-y h?iJ2 1) ,

RtfS£Wflxy7 2Rtf3©h'7-y7 9 (H°-y h?iJ2

9) fr6©K«3tt*3#U B^ffl^t^-TSo
[0 0 7 0] ^7771 1 Hi, 2»#J^Hi^l 1



(9)

15

0 £> 2 •CHDgGft 1 1 0 a&tfl 1 0 bfre>l#e>ft£ 20
©&m{i*§©a{8*§s i^^&u x-r-yf-mssi 1

3

KtHjlt% 0 *^7y/l 1 2^20CD^tli{H^Mff
*|S2fc£jKU X-f-y^HSgl 1 3Rt5xy^p-7°
^tbiuss 1 2 otcub^-r^o

[0071] vu-yf-sssi 1 3M\ fnfi-^s i tma
*§S 2i:%«0#^T2<l{blHlKl 1 4*A2j-f5o x
y^a-7°^tii[H]S§l 2 014, SfS^S 2Cx>^d-

WfPfi^Safc^vf-lHlBl l 3(cffi^L 10

TT^-y^ggl l 3^t)f^, X^y?-0S§1 l 3

cDtB^ff^S 4 tbTMff^S 2 til*
[0 0 7 2] 02 (a) ~2 DtC/Kf-r—£7*—V\y

bcDif£, £T?8Mrr*J:3K:, »SlnI^xU7 5(D^

46, x>^D-7°^ffi[5]£Sl 2 0©a^lS 314, *S5bI

tgxu 7 5 fcfettsfg i ?mt& 1 1 ^ttmsnfe
i§£<D&t;:/vi'l^;l/£&£ (02 (e) ) „ fet,
2S 1 cD'Vy 1 1 $5^X<DfrZJ V =f-Wh 1 1 3

e>©tti;*jffi#S 4^Mff^S 2 t&3 0 SSIRT^XUT 20

5 \z.mmmm 2 0Rxsn^m^ y 7 2 at? 3 ®
^ftiSlc&^T, X-T'y^[Hl£Sl 1 3*»6W*S 4ttft

fH^-S 1 t&5 0

[0 0 7 3] X^'y^0£SOtij73ff^S 4 (W§S1
&3W4MfI^S2) 14, 2ffifb@S§l 1 4 ^ 2 mitt
ftZo 2ffi{bHlKl 1 4 14, $J*14, WIS l&tfM

^§S 4£2{|fbU rv^Wa^S 5£PLL 1 1 5 1C

[0 0 7 4 ] P L L 1 1 5 14, tV V^ME"^ S 5^5 30

S£ ^ a -y ^£»tti L , g-'vy 5 * * iiSUfS

^^S^tSP I DS£[n]£gl 1 6£tftfjf 3„ *>f5

y^fg^tHSSl 1 714, PI DS4HES1 1

5 tifc-fe * ^fiiSiJffi^fr 6 s x—tfr- £ ti/c

r-*6S«U 7&tf 3 7©K*a*li^-l'5yy (0

2 (a) ©iHilx-^teSl 6&c>'0 2 (b) OiESr
-*$&4ffi3 6) %$5£U Wf^fS 6lc4.oTffi!$fs

1 1 8£lfi»]£#3o mnmi 1 8 {4, x—tfr-2£

[0 0 7 5] »g|BltgX>J 7 5 fCfcltSSBfiSf* 40

ttTl^S) 1f$8b 5 y 5*U±Lfct£<D 2 ffifbfcfr 5

%x<Dimmz*mmirz>o mmim^) 7 5 ic^its

ftfS^S \<D&-hW&itm2 (g) tc^U MfS^S2
©til*ift»%Bl2 (f) fi^To

[0 0 7 6] 02 (g) icjjVf S^nJfgxU7

\Ctt&+ZBft<Dtm4 114, 2mit<Drc*b<Dffife<DL

£Wfi4 0«fc»)/hSV\fci&, 2fIft0SSl 14lC4.oT

2#'{b&tfi£ft&</\ ^cDfM£3l4, Hi cD'vy £'fUlU 50

#112 0 0 0-8 2 2 1 9
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imnmhyytCD^'bfribftmm (l l a) &5W4
rtMIW (lib) fCfc>-f*HcTftTl^3<DT\ tf y

2 1 &RXS2 1 btCcfcoTTt Gfrvy KfrSOlT-iO

[0 0 7 7] -73, T-^*lg2nf;Wg2 01C

fcVTfi, 32gV-^ 2 2 14tP8 h?<y WPtiBf&Z
nr^s/cto, wis i <Dfflm#2 ofcwjs-rssp

T, 2f({bHlESl 1 4ti;oT2{Bfb^ffi$n, S^M

[0 0 7 8] EI 2 (f) (4, «ftnft6xU7 5fcfett*

Mff^-S 2 0W71^LTl/^c #^h6xU75©^
IO'n-^MI l©9?OWl 1 aTl4, kf-yh?ij

2 1 a*WJiH£-fnTV>-5©T\ 2 J^ttits 1 1

0 CD^/a«» 110a tcSSt^TbU *) & < @Jf

5 0 S£oT, 2»#J3tt*lU»l l 0*»6W**n*iHi
^S2t4, 02 (f) fC^I-^^tC, 2mit<DjE<DL%

WH5 0 a^ffix.5iSiH5 1 a^t#e>n5c !a£-=>T, 2

fB^HIESl 1 4t«k-a"C2ltft*ffl*n, ff£{8W#

[0 0 7 9] -73, S1CM^S«1 l©a*.©Mii
1 1 b?14, tf-yh?ij2 1 b^rt/BfliC-f'nT^ScD

T% 2^fJ)ttfttHggl 1 0OflW»l 1 0 btcKIt

0^6ffi^*n§Mff^S 214, 02 (f) t^ti^
1C, 2fflfbOft«LtVMB 5 0 b^Sx.§ffii|il5 1 b^'

f#P»tl5o fcT, 2ffi{b0gSl 1 4lCj;oT2fBfb^

[0 0 8 0] LfrLttWZ* S^rTh^xU 7 5^*3^45

'If«M«c 2 0 tc45^Tt4, IB^v-^^iJ 2 2 jytfffH h ?
y ?(D^,bimwi£ftr^%rctb, 2ftmmktiimi 1

OOnJSg^l 1 0 a Rtfrtm^ 1 1 0 bOgftStf
SJ^|L<*So SfoT, 02 (f) (C^t=k9ft, M
(B^S 2 0»M5 2i4i^fC/h^<^f3, 2fitfb(DUt

l/MI 5 1 a (5 1b) Ktt)iL4V^ S^#fflxU7 2

Rt>*3tc43I/-'Tfe|Bl1ifC, tT>y b?iJ2 9^h77 ^ 9 CD

^tsEi^ns^*, 2^*j)t*nj»i loconjagp

^110 a&tfrt^gP^l 1 0 b©3ftfi#BI^L<
ftD, MM^S 2(4^«^cHi^$n^v\ SfoT, S
1 cD^>-y^« 1 1 fcW©M$-ZH4, S 2 14 2 ffl

[0 0 8 1 ] 02 (h) (4, S^#fflxU72&
a*3^*5l4§ffi^S KDttiTl^^LTl^c
*fflX';72R^3KlB»*nfctry h^'J 2 914, b^

h77 ^ 9©ffi'L>*S±{i:gBS?n

TV^CDT*, 0 2 (h) fC/Ti-f ffifl^S 114,

ffl{t^mt^ftigffi4 3*^-r«o fct, ®2«^\

7 iff|« 3 1 2 (D^-tm® 3 7^: £%B»Htf.
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S§1 1 3$r#Jt)&;>L£i&gtt&l/\,

[0 0 8 2] tth^tfcfc^tC **MiJt ±£ftx
^7^7 1 <D-r-*7*-v>y HcJ;fttt\ ftrVT.^ i

4f§WlgR<D*Mtt, ft*© J: a }c#$njf£x'J 7R

16* tot, €«iaP%rtffiftU ft

J;Dffi¥^0£S«^T-ffllBtt©ft^S4flWI0 10

[0 0 8 3] (|»J2) 04 (a) ~04 (h) tt*

$m<DMMM 2 (c <t £> ftrV 7. 7 ©-r- * 7 *-V <y b

<Dg#«&fl|fi£«:^ifi0J 1 1 ct^ftxi-X^ 1 ©fiifiSci:

1 0$£©b7>y7tt, »D-t^cytffl£nT^5o
^-b^coftsjiictt, -b^^cDT KUXlf$fi&^*-fe£

[0 0 8 4] 04 (a) tt, t«nJfttX0 7 5CD^^
2 1 0Cfctt?>r-^7^-v-y HWSr^U 04
( c ) ttWJS-T§ fitSi b 5 y 7 OftSStfR** LTV>

0 4 (c) testis <fc 5 st^nM^n/tn
rt I-

5
-y ^ 6 t»u ^<orSSW;b-7 h77^7t

*0x SfgglW^y Fb7-y^8 fct, Jfcr

<f X 7_t£>#& nlfllx U 7 5 T?tt, ?Vb-7h77^7
Rtf7yKh7>y^8*^StcEa^ti5 0 x—»m, 30

^;b-7b^>y ^ IRXSvy F b^-y 7 8%&%lc
«y*y^-T5 C £ fc «fc D , FiTS^tf?B (x—9»r- 5

)

[0 0 8 5] 0 4 (a) K^StlS ^UMiJ"?

tt, F7777 RXSv>Ff777 8

7 5(C*5^T, t7?10li, ^CDyuaiiCll 1 tD^-y^'

ftgl lfc£LT^3o Hl<^-y^«l 1 tt, ^©
HU^gP 1 1 a (-fe^gKBiJ-f-* P I D 1 ) t'imU 1 40

1 b (-b**ilgiJr-*P I D 2 ) fc{Cg"jnT*5»5> hu

¥SU 1 aRtfS^SPl 1 btC*tJSbT»IW^IH]flm

t*c£Db°-y hylj2 1 aSff2 1 b«^fKSnS (0 4

(c) ) o

[0 0 8 6] 04 (c) fC^SttSidSC, tf b- ?U

2

1 aRtf 2 1 b<D&¥y b^rVX^STfP^ilitt,
3gfl»6 (7>-7'h777 7) CDiflh^HWtC^L

t\ h°-ybylJ2 Hi, ^JSt5Srt?i6 0^^IS
fre>fgrtSf6©t?-yf- (7>-7^7fTp) <£>$4#

co l felt, KHSfcttflEHItlK: (EP^, 5*W[&ncft3 50
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idt) -fS LTlBg^nr (wobbled)V5„ *^Sft#iJ

T'tt, \£vhW2 I atftoffimictZSti, fc?>yb?U2

1 bftWgflJtf
16£ftT^3 0

[0 0 8 7] COi^C, tf'y by1J2 1 aRtf2 1 b£
^rt«6 (^I/-7h77 7 7) ©^sb^-f^LTE
BT£ d tc J; 0 , ?Vb-7 h 5 -y 5 7 &tf5 V F b y
77 8 <Wf*UC*tLT h v -y ^"9—#*ff 3 Jf^

Sio^y^ISi i%S4-r5<:i:^nrfiltft

JiochtciO, ^;l/-7b7>y^7 43<ttfvyH

[0 0 8 8] 04 (a) tC^nSi^tC % 1 ©^>y

lco^tfi, =7-1^1 2 (M) A^SltSn

V^fflgPTSD, 0J*.tf, h77*y7"t-*'©*7t
>y h^rW^TSfciitfflV^n-So

[0 0 8 9] 5 1 2 (0^(C(t. 3r+ V 7tS^i 1

3 (GAP) A^tTStlSo ^Vy7Mi?U 3 (GA

P) (3u TtrVX^ 1 (7)[Hi|iS>>
1

-y^-^$.?.^tct,

ttnmm 2 0 cd^s 2 4 ^5 7-i« 12^1©^

[0 0 9 0] tf«l«g«2 0«, Ifg^f-WSa
5^«T'fe0> |g 1 0*T— Ff*—^1RW2 3 (GD

1) , «1(D^5—r-*»Wl 5 (VFO),fl«
x-^fMai 7 (DATA) , RXSmznfS-YT-^
lil 8 (GD2) fc^A/P^So Sfc, 1f$fi®tt2 0

i:> ^oD^o-b^^ 1 0' <Dfl 1 O'Ny^W 1
1' £

(Dm^i, >^y7Tffi£.l 9 (BUF) tmtfbtxZo

[0 0 9 1 ] m 1 Fr-^M«2 3 tt,

iaaieiB©esttfitffi©rc«)i«:ia:it€.nSo ^ 1 <o?^

-T-zmm 5 (vfo) tt, n^immmmmcis

tte.n^vFon«T-$.o, r-^o^ptfflv^n^

IBS^tlSo ^l©r-^l«l 7(Ctt, x^-|TIE^

73-Kx-^M^l 8tt, S^fl^OfflaiHK<0SStt

5S«©/ci6tc, ^ 1 <Or-*^« l 7 0^4SJcSBH*n

§0 /Vy7rfiSl 9tt^tfex-^^iailL^l^
t?St), *>7 7S)|1 3h|l|«{C, )tf^7 1O0
fei/^y^-A^S^ct, 18IR1IW2 0OWIW*«)
t7^ 10' O'vy ?*1iJ?S 1 1' M^?)^v^J;9(Cigtt

[0 0 9 2] OtC43l>Ttt, )tfVX7 1 ±
cM?nftisiint u—if t::

-a lt , leiiBi

©ft^#tt (ElrtQ %«fb*«*cfcKJ:»)1(M83WE

tm-?-'7*fcl&t%Z.tftX--i£% a 04 (c)
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a«Sn, 9>Fh9'y*8fcttaarT-*J!|2 2

[0 0 9 3] ±^OJ: 9 E, »$BJt£x U 7 5

{c*3V^T^. ±!B©7:-£7;*-":<''y FEftoT,

[0 0 9 4] 04 (b) M/04 (d) «#KIL

fgxU 7©7'-27*-V-y Mcfr£-£-t!r3o 04
(b) It, S<MWBxy72»SV»H:3©h7y*9©
&***3 OfCfcltS-r—^*— hW&^U 0
4 ( d ) » j*#rs t? y f ?y j; § f 7 v t(Dmmzm

[0 0 9 5] S£*fflxy7 2&tf3K*J^Ttf:, W
aessnsifvhju (7ue>yF) laoth^-^g
«Jti5o 04 (d) fcjS£ft-5i:5tc, ftj^Wffl

X'J7 2&tf3fC^3^5tfy FWi, Sffi$J 1 20

if©r- £ t (/>T t> NttOllffll7 *-v -y F |cft

oTMJtiSo IP*., tr-y F?U2 9Mu ftrVx^i

J&£ft3fgrtiff6 (7>-7h7'y^7) OH
7*1) <tDR(, frOh77+y^-*Stl5h77
?©«(?(p>L^±K^T© M -y F ftWJ $ ft3 o

[0 0 9 6] 04 (b) ^£ft££9^ H^Wfflx
>j7 2&£>'3tc33^T, -fe^^r 3 0 1±, ^2 0^7^1
K3 1 (•fe^^«9J7*-*P I D lRtfP I D2)
S20f-^S«3 7 (DATA) *fA,W8. 30

£KVy2*P§K3 l tm 2 Ot-?I«3 7©Hti:tt^2

0*5—r-^I«3 3 (DMY1) WtP»ft§c $
fc, S2df-^3 7t, ^-CD^cD-tr^^ 3 0' ©

^^«3 4 (DMY2) W5tl5.
[0 0 9 7] 82Cvy£WW 3 UCfctf£-t^f®glj

r-^P I D 1 StfP I D2&, S2CN7^Ill!3 1

oij^iid'N7»i i (D&^tmnm^b<

-*P 1 D lRtfP I D 2 Tg5 2 ©^vy 40

3 l<Dm¥&t'&¥3tlcM*)mLXim-r5o fiu
^2©A>y ?WMc&m£ti%W{hJ&R<D tf -y F

»

mi<D^y#mmcBJ$.Zti%>¥'y hM2 l a&tf2 l

b ©£ -5 fcrt^HKf ?> LTBBg-£f\ t-77*V ^i)-

-jptffffrftS h77^9 ©ISt£^Lv|i§LhEiB?y£ft

So

[0 0 9 8] S2«f-^W3 7(i 1 10©-t;y£3

o tfi»*n*ifHi«**»Rriixy 7 5 izmz> 1 o
©^** 1 oicimznz>mmmmL< u msatz

fPI200 0-82 2 1 9
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(3, glOf-?I«l 7£r-#fii£©fi££li«l$
(c [r]

—
'tC*^~-5> 0

[0099] HRt, nzMm^VT-etDz-yxxicx

5„ £/c, &£#fflx iJ7"Pttr-^«*lcS4*ftS
r£w-e&3 x-+f <t &r-£©*&*. (c js

L&<TJ:V\, Kot Suffix U71?(±>

xiJTTKttfc^vTlHtfl 3, ^ 1 ©#- Fx-

2

HB«2 3, S 2 K7*-*«W 1 8, RtfA-y77

*ft$wfti& cnao^iafifji^-r^tT-feSo l*»

$ Bjfgx U 7 1 TPr—£7*-v -y Ft>m%% Z ££4

^ffii!0E§4 if£H£*fflx "J 7ffi£MMx V 7ffl

t02^1ML 1 cfte»&$Jt>#*.-Cffl^S<:i:tf&

^> y 7nR« 13, jgl Kx-^SS* 23, ^2
©^f— Fr— 8, Rtf/^y7rM^l 9E*ffS

tzmmwfs cn^nrnm^y h»isb^^
cn?» ©fjiUcT h77^>^Mf8^^ii^Jft

5

[oioo] ^ct-, *^»J-e«, #t^^3 0tfe

tt§-N'y^TO3 1 tf-^l«3 7 ttRf ftfcg|5^

7i:^©-b^^30' o^y^1BW3r t©PBKcH3
©^5-MJ5?3 4%E?lJ-r5o

[0 10 1] ®2&tf®3©*5—r-*fiWS3 3&tf

3 4fcfE§i-f3r-^LT, flfUAff, SSSrT^x'JT

tCfclt^^ 1 ©*5—T-$ffl& 1 5 (VFO) tmt
J;54, x-^©glS}cffl^?)ft^giS^©#£^^

[0 10 2] $fc, ^-y^W3 l i:m2©*5-^«
3 3 ©fatc»^nj|gx vt£ mmic 5 5-iB««aa:»tT

[0103] #*jSffl«fcSJfcfV

t±, HSISWI 1 t*3^T0 3 ^MiLT^LfcTtrV X
^IBii-S4SHl 0 0i,c£%i§-£;£±<mM'C-&Z>°

%<Di§£<D, xy^D-7^WfI^, SS!RlfllxU7fc

^*fflXU7tfett5ifi]ffi^li, 04 (e) ~0
4 (h) K*-r3iD"e**a
[0104] ±)£©£?ic, *^atwucj:ntr, §SiRl

HgxU7tS4Wfflx'J7tT, -tr^ft^lWlUtf

3

?-©x-^7*-V-y h©±SgR^BSI>0i:tSB
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0K»H*i§'jvr 5 c t t a §

.

[0 10 5] *HSSP!lT^i> 0 4(a) &tf0 4

(b) tfct^T, S&rI&xiJ7<Dt-*®«1 7 tU

[0 10 6] (Hffi$J3) *fZW<D% 3 <Df>«
skw-tSo **mswt?h\ suffix u r©s^tfe

mmt%o ^mmmicmf %wfa x ?©f- * 7 *-

jffiflj 2 Kfc^TittWLfcftx-i'X* t^lf7?£S 0

[0 10 7] ^fVX^©f7'y^lcSotb

§ 0 04 (d) C^Mi?^ tf'vh?iJ2

9 T-J&SS fife b 5 <y ^c^ft b 5 <y*>yV~-$fi

[0 10 8] 04 (b) t^$n?>^2S.t>"®3<0^5
-r-^fgtt 3 3 Rtf 3 4 W?iJ 2 TSS^fc* 5

[0109] (i ti-r\ b^y+y?'tr-*;WS£t&

[0 110] 0 5ttffifflM^ai/3^<fcoThv'y+>

-AX^7 b 5 7cD)t«t
0

-y b?U 2 9 (c £oTKIt£
togi«W4^*i3tetta»ai5 8fc:«toTttm«

ft*. 4^fJ3t«imS5 8tt, tf-AX#-yb5 7fr£> 40

8&5 8ti, 4O0##JffiA, B, C, RtfDfrZMlfc-S

flTV^o ^7^7'5 9fc«koT#tlMA + CC>ftHi

1 Itfi&ftlZtU *^7>7°6 OKi^T^SJIB
+ D<DWf S 1 2*^fi8?n5o ffi*BJ±«ffi6 1 a,

2 0CDWIS 1 lM'Sl 2%{«tl5bT hv-y +
y^Mfl^s 1 3 %±i&t%o
[01 1 1 ] -y h 5 7 h "7 «y ? 9 ©f^ftHS

*^±fflllE^nsa, tf'y b 2 gcDX-yiz-eSI^^H]

mzgtfZfctb, iMPJiBA +C©a^s 1 KDfiffltf 50
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ittTc -7?> e-A^*yh5 7*»tfiD4lOT«lEiWi

St, i^tC. »tJIB+D©ftifS 1 2©ffi*B*fii

t?„ 8oT, C CO 2 OOffifl^ S 1 IRVS 1 2<D{uffl

M%tttBJt«S6 UcioTtfttiU *EEE^fc*SW
3<:£:£J;tK tf-AXtf-y b 5 7cob7'y^4l>L^P>

(Dfh^Sit by -y^y^mMiB^S 1 3tff#5ft5o

[ 0 1 1 2 ] 0 6 &t/0 7 tt, kT-AX^-y b 5 7 b

9 >y * f 5-fnfc^^ x ±IB©fitSM^ffi?3St

toTtf^ftS b7>y*>^M{l^£^LT^3„ 0
6 h77*yWt@Wh777 9a (lf-yh?ij

2 9 a) BUS** H7779 b (t°-y h?iJ2 9 b)

tics £<m-<DT-*'W->&§m-£tir^zm&
IC, tf-AX#-y b 57^gWh7779 afr&fl-ftfc

^©fnfa^S 1 IMS 1 2(D&tli&fc*7fit<, 06
tC^ttSJ:^ tT-AX#<y b 5 7©flH6 4 14,

gWb7-y^9 afr>6>y1-nTV>£ 0

[0 113] £-AX#>y b 5 7^(i, g

Wb"7'y*9 aOlf-y b?"iJ2 9 a CD±fIJx y i?K £. *) ,

4 ^SiJJttftUllS 5 8 <0 4 ^fflffi] A + B WfcJ&WBfflfSn

S 0 U*»Lft«<6, »Sbv'y^9bt^<[pIi;/^-
vcDlf «y b?ij2 9 b5:WtTi/^fci6, t£-AX#-y h

5 7©3ttt, B«Pt, Pih7779b«lf7 b?lJ29

b cDTflX -y i/fC i 0 , 4 ^v#JtS C + D 1J(C @Sf

So ^©*SS> H6»<:^$n5<t3K, 4 57-fJEA + C

CD^jf^S 1 1 fc 4»tJffiB + DcDfnfi^S 12ili,

^cDfifflM*'ia<ao, lf-AX*7 b57^1Wb7
779 a^P)^nTI/^©tfeMt>5.-f\ h77+7^

[0 114] ilcDi^t, !S[h7779 aRt/9 b

1^5^, h7«y^nn*^i;Tfe, h77*y7*ii
fg^S 1 3*m-^t\ b^-y^y^-^'^^t

[0 1 1 5] 0 7 ii, SWh7779 aKiSnh7
-y^9b£, @Wh7779 afctiSftS-r-^^JO
e-y himntnrc^<D, im^ta^^^^it
fSl l&tfS 1 2CDW^W^0-efeSo 06t|pffiHC

tf-AX^7 b 5 7 gWh7779 a A^^n/ifl

KF6 4^h7'y*y7"LTV^itSo
[0 116] ilCl^t, 06<D^i:P^C, Id-A

X^>y b 5 7<DJtf4, §Wh7779 a©k0

-y b?iJ2 9

a <D±<!iJX >y «fc ?K 4 ^WJtttWiB 5 8 © 4 tffWffi

A + Bffl!lfi:3t*W5nSo Rll^t, tT-AX^>yb5
7 Oftfct, b 7 -y ^7 9 b O tf -y b?iJ 2 9 b cDTiJx

•y i/K

X

o T 4 #fjffi C + DfflytcmiffSnSo L^ L

,

gWb^-y^9 a tPSb7'y^7 9 btt?tit!y bOBE

?iJ;^-y^^Sfci6, ZOOgfgb^-y^fcfeltS

b°-y b <7)X -y v^-grtS ^73" 6 5Rtf6 6?tt, 06
(DmtnmKzmmms \ \rtss,\ zn&tw-
sufrHM#£i;fc<^ *nwno»»^tt, 2ocd
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m% h y y y K. fett 5 t£ v hox -y 5;<Dffi»tfgfc 5 fc

fe, 2o©5fpms 1 l&tfS 1 2fci4flrfBM#£U;

So

[0 117] U^Yyy7Q a tf -y hEylJk, P$gh7
y 7 9 bOtf-y hgEyW*5SW;:t§|i@#ft< yy^Lnt

h 5 'V *© k° «y hOx y & ffift 5 > A (C

* usfci6, x>y ^©-asp«-<o^«a*v>ft < ft

Mtfff&nft^m^y^Atc^c-cfc, h5-y+y 10

^Mfl^S l 3 Z±T*im£fflBKft<oi&

[0 118] LfrLfttfCK 06
fcf, S 2 fcitf^ 3 ©2'5-T-£tI$ 3 3 &tf 3 4 ©
£JgSE«oTftfflM^#5>nft<ft3£, h77^^tl
tf<£urct%&<Dh7y*yymmm^s 1 3%+#£t#
5 c ktf^ft < ft ») yZ-yW-mmtf^fe
Eft&o

[0 119] U~F> ±^©«t9fth7-y+y^-9--*<D

«fc ?S 3 ©^5—r-*M« 3 4 tc *5 1*Sr-27 *-

[0 12 0] 08 (a) 14, gS2©^~r-*flWS3

•&&Tzy>#L.T-*7 3&tf7 4?:EfiLfc7^—

v

•y h^J^^fo M^JTf8££#37>2*AT-*©«]
JBfc*, '>ft< £fcP&1-5 2o©h'7'y*W"Z?g*.T

43ttf4, m&tzvyytiasifzvv bmww-y
©ffiH3W»<ft«fci6, Bffih5'^HtfOK'y Hx-y

£ft«3WBj^tft3o
[0 1 2 1] 08 (b) g20if5-f-^3
3tC, 08 (a) t|nHSCiM^iJcD7y^Ar-^7 3

VFOtB^l 5 (K4 (a) ) tm^XoteT-ZtDU

-V>y h^J^fo
[0 12 2] 08 (b) ^-r<t5t, S2©$?5—

r

-*1i«3 3©&¥©-gB#£\ VFOf«7 5 (VF 40
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nt><D-b?*m\T-f&, la^jiitcp 1 d 1 , p 1 d

2, P I D 3, &tf P I D 4 t-f &o ^LT, tfiJxJf,

6 4 BcDtij^P I D 1 RXfP I D 2*r^X^0^1
HfCSffiS^ 6 4 BcD^g|5P ID3MPID44
fV 7 ^© rtMfflJK^ta$«§ o

[0 17 2] &*tfim\T—i>? I DK*5^T, -IT7

*©7FUXlfffi*a-TP i di«lC4B, ^^^#^
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K3 B, PI DlS«O#^aifO"fe^^(0§aiflN8{C 1

B*tMt>STS„ m¥gP«P I DS&tfP I D4£*5tf

5Pid 3M«C2 1 3fttfP i d 4H$2 1 8 *
Ocp^tcW LTgffiEfitffrfrftS ?>-7 h77^

I D 1 S.ltfP I D 2 tC^tf^ P i d 1 0 3

Rtf P i d 2 H$ 2 0 8 Z.<D^f)V-7 h77^7
coniSfffltcPSt^ 5 > F h 5 «y * 8 cD-b * £©7 F U

[0 1 7 3] &P i dmmcttt%2 BOKtJtftlMSW 10

£tttaU Cine>% I EDH«2 0 4, 2 0 9, 2 1

4, &tf2 1 9(CiaiSt-§ 0 P i dMfccktn EDfg

osssti, &p i d^«©5fegg^e>, w^tfHi 3

iH^^smSfSfefeK, l Bco^xh7y7;l/^2
05, 210, 2 15, M2 2 OfcttJfrf3 I E DH

[0 17 4] £/c, P i dfH«2 0 3, 2 0 8, 2 1

3, &t/2 1 8©|ijK, &P i dlHKOPBtt^^U 20

/U b\»m%:k.%rctb<D7 Fl^v-^£fB$-f3 AM
HH?2 0 2, 2 0 7, 2 1 2. &tf2 1 7$&4Rt*
§ 0 7FUXV-7tLT, 8/1 6gStftS5-CtiSlft

3B (4 8f-**>Hfy F) fi

©ft***3!8?f 5., 0J*.fcf> NRZ IflWPSLfc TOO

01 0001 0000 0000 0000 0100 0100 0100 0000 0000 00

01 0001J fcV?/^—y%fflV»5C fcA^'tSo CO
>tt, giiiflwoagtry Fg7?&5 i i*-**

;Hf >y F iDfi^ 1 4 7^*71/try h©/^-y^2IU
#tyfc46, ffl^cox-^coS^^t^m-r 30

[0 17 5] £-fe**il8iJ-r-*P I D6D»Cii, ft

*S"T*VFO««3WKlt6n«o VFOSWffiM
CDP L L?ltjA^¥<^(Cijff$^§fci6fC, ^
mzictsifztDV f omi&tmmic, r...iooo 1000

*g|5P I D lRtfP I D 2^1 fit L, &¥SBP I D3
RtfP I D4£lffltLT, 40

TEH-TSo §fiO^&^10VFOi^20 1

Rtf 2 1 1 fix flgSKlf-y MWI*B*fc«>lC* F

o^auDt^ofissrS^s. M2#govFo
mm 0 6&tf2 1 6fi, S^j$££3f£tf&0-ai<
T&V\, **««1ftt, ^lOVF O^M2 0 1 & tf 2

1 l£3 6B, fg2<DVFO6W#2 0 6&tf2 1 6^8
B t LTVSo
[0 17 6] fi£-p"C, &P I D{C{±, MAfcf, P I D 1

Otf3\ *<D5tfia^P), VFOI«20 1 (VFO 50

ftffl2000-82219
34

1) , AMISS 2 0 2, P i dMH?2 0 3, I E DWM
2 0 4, Rtf*Xh7V^;P«W2 0 5tfEBS*l, *
(Dfi?tt4 6 B££3o RHStC, PID2cD*l£,

MIfrB, VFOS«20 6 (VFO 2) , AMl^2
07, P i d US 2 0 8 , I E DfilM 2 0 9 , RtftfX

h7y^>^2 1 OtfBEBStU ^*^4 1 8Bt
^gPC0P I D3&tfP I D 4(C-^^-(:fc[5]li-^;

[0 17 7] H^fflxUTO'N'V^JSOT-
?Efi%, 011 (a) &tf 1 1 B%#RgLS:*^KiW
t5. HMU2 (0 4 (a) Rtf0 4 (b) ) X^lcM

£EB&»&f>I^xU 7co^\y 1 1 <Dr-*KH

-< y£Efi£ftfc= *HMiJtcfc^T&, ^7»9
S^ -y 9 0 E 43» §x-^ E?iJ J: tf*OS$

mi 0 (a) ) tm-izt%o SP^, 011 (a) K
7jit& o t, 'vy 9 0 ti 1 2 8 B t?36 1> , S^Ur
-^p i D*Minis'3jgL'rfBSsn« (pidi~p
1 D 4) o 01 1 (b) (C^-r^^tC, 0>Rlf, P I D

lOi^, ^OftaH^?., VFOW231 (VFO
1 ) , A M^Ji 232, PidH$233, lEDli
2 3 4, RXf#XY7y7>\<ffiW2 3 5tfEB£ft, *
cDg^« 4 6Bt%5„ mmiC P I D 2

JfeSS^e., VFOH«2 3 6 (VFO 2) , AM^l|!c2

37, PidfHS238, I EDffi2 3 9, RXftfX

h7>7'>lffiM2 4 O^EB^tl, ^(Dm-gltl 8Bt
45. tmitop i d 3 Rxf p i d 4 ic-D^r&mu?-

[0178] &±oa^K., *mmmc£titf, n^.m

3 4 ESl/HCg&Sx-^^EBf3 C k

FF) KWU 7*-*1R«3 7iCimtZ>?-*lCtt?

^ 5 Hresft s wssfflt 4oTx^7y7*Mff9ci:

r-^^«3 7<73r-*fc*fLT^ffl-rStafi^

4:^UiBSI5#l?SWtT/<»y K«W8 2*«W4 8 5

Kl2Sf§^i;tJ;0> Suffix U 7 tcfcnt^ F77

8 5 tC|3®f5T-^^fM-f -5 fcA6<DX*v >
@SSfc'J;tffB^ffF^fb0m^, r-#1H£3 7{cIB^T

§r- ? ft fiRfflOX ^ ^ >77H3SS*3 «t tffi»«F#fl:0

Ki:«afkTtSo z (dc tic $sa&mmmto
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[o 1 7 9] xmtmvtt.. e»rt«xu7ic*
I^Ttl 1 fcJ:tf»2©#-K7*—*«W2 3&tf 1 8<D

fi^^ffH^-iirSiliKctt), r-^^«l 7 (Dim*

\t\ WAtf, ft7/I«l 3 tvVy7 7MftU 9 Oft

[0180] 7 ) JiaEO^MO 6 THi, fS^Rl

OO-r-^ga^lJO^SiWt/co 010 (a) Rt/01 10

1 (a) C^«n*±5t, ISS"It6xy7K*l^Ttt

4®»f-^i«3 7CD|ut7
PUi/>'^^4 6 £12tf

[0 18 1] IMf-fX^tfe^TB, 00*.

if0 2 3 (C^ttS i^t, V F OflJg? 4 0 3 OfttCjB

<*r-*^«4 5 O^IBBStiTV^o 7-5^4 5

0(i, ^fc»J&**7*-*W»JSaM 0 4 a, 4 0 4

b, • • •jbWfiSnfc8U»<E>r-*7*n>y*4 0 5 20

a, 4 0 5 b, • • • frBttasnr^So
[0 18 2] ±fB£><fc5&7—#7*—V-y b7?a, S
£H#ta, STV F OftM 4 0 3 J; D P L L |i;]SST'<D

4 0 4 a**ai-*. ^LT, r-*|s|»I&*lJ4 0 4 a

£D^Hi^J:oTr-^^4 5 0OftS*ffilRU fiSJ

Of-^O? ? 4 0 5 atfS4?nS 0

[o i 8 3] LfrLfctf5±i2<&«k3fc#jrcfi, TtaR

f'-^7n7^4 0 5 a (Dfflfe*J
I ©r-^HW^J4 0 4 a<Dg|%Hc, ffl%.l£, "fcrj 30

[0 18 4] $fcaBr-*7D'y*4 0 5 aOH
J6ffiK3W#£^**^fc, ftlf-?7n^ 4 0 5 a

5M$4 5 0©T-£fcx^-7b%U Soffit) tf*

[0 18 5] _t3gHcO J: d *fP£c0ll 40

MiJ6dr-^7;t-v^ Mc^na, VFOWD^
fc7yyy5«&i§:aTv^fcJ6, r-^M^rtoH

[0 18 6] HSSf?j7T-a, <l©«t9S:7
,

'JS/>^®«

[0 1 8 7] Ell 4 (a) a, *^MiJ(;:j;?,7le'rVX

>?<D9W>S1feX-V7<D 1 t^^Cf-*7*—W b£
*U 014 (b) a, SiffflxiJTOlt^^Of 50

M2 0 0 0-8 2 2 1 9

36

-^7*--7'yh^tt^5o $,014 (a) Rtf

[0188] 014 (a) {cjjVT -b^^io
tt, ^7»80 (.-ttZmiT—StP I Dl) , t
ntS<$7-I«l 2 (M) , ^7 7'Wl 3 (G

AP) , ill ©#-K7-*tl$2 3 (GDI), VF
0I«1 5, ^US/>^««4 4 (P S Y) , Hi Of

7 (DATA) , #Xb 7^7/1/4 5 (P

A) , S2fD;tf-Kr-*^#l 8 (GD2) , fttf/^

7 7 7I1S1 9 (BUF) 4tLTV>4. ©r-2
^«17«, Il0f-^/*n7i'5a > 5 b, • •

•

K#tJS*U §f-^7H'y ^©ftSgKafljS'f 3S! 1

<D-r-^|BlW^9iJ4 a, 4 b, • • • tfiBHSntV

[0 18 9] 2 a, t?-y h^i^Msn

2 3&tf l 8 Sto«K:<J:*1M*Jl/#{fc*ttflW-«

§ 0 H 1 <Dfi- Kr-*3B«2 3 ttiaSr-^^4SSBti:

®m2 n, sg 2 © hx- *mm 1 s aesx- 2 if

fcRSfSfcfcOlHtte**.. VFOWl 5«, S3

n^mmm^tw&t Sterne*mmmlos^r^sn
£?£2©7-^JTOiJ7fe3o 4-°Xb7>7/M 5

[0 19 0] £/c, S4ffflX'J7©-b^?3 0K^
ra, 014 (b) testis £ sic, ibs^xut
©#+ 7 7°fg« 13, ^1 ©#- F?-$m® 2 3 ©tt

feOK^KI)i8 2 (DM Y) &tf#X b 7yf)l 8

3 (PA) ^^a, H2 0*'-F7'-^!S«1 8&a^
•7 7 71^1 9 0ft^DtC, /WK1BW8 5 (DMY)

Rtf^Xh7>'7;l/8 6%S»t«C ttcj;^, h77+
y^cDgStt%0oTV^o LfrU flS©*»Or-*
S3?iJ (7^-v-yh) a, 014 (a) fC^SnS-fei'

51 ot^a^fe^c j-xT-ea, mmnm^)7<D^^

o-t^^3 o{c^as7uyy^^4 6tEB$n5
^2©r-^IHffl^JKOl^T^U<lttWr5o $^ W
Tf-a, |BiipJtgxU7cO-t:^5 1 0{c^a57U^y

?2 3oicisit%-?Vi/y2ffl$.4 6 covert raan?

[0 19 1] ±3zEOJ;5ic, *^jfiiiWcJ:5r-57*
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-v<y hit, T-zffiwvvmicmwztircm 1 w-r-
*HIJIIH»<J4afc*3©r-*PIJfllS3»J (VFOS«l
5fc5Wi8 4) i:<DMfC, ^2^r-^[W|W^iJ (7°

USO^IBHM 4&5Wi4 6) £ftf;dnLfcr-#E?lJ

CO 1 9 2] fI^B4B#(C«, $f\ ®3(Ot~^PIW
JRW (VFOWWl 5) *S4U *-HJIIiOll»)jgL 10

•T*3i 1 ©T-*RI»H^J 4 a ©0!*H1 LINJJ&ffiS*#

HlcDr-^|W|Ji!^iJ4 a^ffl^Tf

[0 19 3] m 1 4 (a) t^Lfc=t9tC, f- 20

*fl$ 1 7 ^t-Wp y » 1 ©r
-*RWBR*l4a, 4 b, • • 7K«»

J^9J©SS^< I2©r-
^WflBJRM (PSY4 4) &i-tr*#f;:ioLfr#£L

[0 19 4] SfoT, ^fflsW^ntf, Jt«WS<^t&

Ztor—ZmWkfil (P S Y 4 4) ©ttHfcfiSmct&tti 30

-rscfctf-ct, ^ffl£ft/cf?2©f-*[0]»» (p

S Y 4 4) 0flH»»5r-*iB«l 7£D^aBtfil1-§

% 1 ©f*-*BJB«5»J 4 a ©K&tti Lffl$&ttK£ft£T

5Ct^1?tSo £©£ tfcj;';, ^lOr-^I^W^

[o l 9 5] »2©7*-*|awraWlo«F#/^-

-*©8 e<y hfcESiW©** F 1 6 iTy h

tS&SU fMStfy F-gtf 3 + t£y K SStT-y 40

hgtfl 1 f-+*;Hfy F-TffcS 8/1 6i3#*ffll^

fc, x-^OSIBKNRZ 1^11/^5. NRZ Ift

#tc*3V>r«, fl^tl^/Wi, tf >y F" l"XSML s ¥

y h" o"xitSMLr^\ szof-?iWJ

mrm"tr^ a %M<D7t-2mwkn (vfo^#
1 5) ©«F¥I4, PJ£*g££fT"5fci&fc, ^©jg« 50

KM 2000-82219
38

Fft<kt)fi<, fro, PLL©5«1&3I£
ji*^frASx«ys;ifffi (I^FJgifE)

«?tl5„ VFOlHl 5

fcEST3IS 3 ©X-* ftffl3$IJ £ LT, "1 000"©S D

SUcJ:D«$£ft3ft^5iJ*ffl^5o f^ot VF
0^1 5t;ifctt&V-*, ^-XgB4Tt&5o
[0 19 7] $fc, ±E©«fc5lC, -fVi/y^mm4
<Dm2<DT-zmm%m*. vfoh«i 5©83©r

mmM&*&*)&%fcft5cw«. fct, ^2

[0 19 8] -73, ^2©T-*ra$^J©V-£ftR
tfX^-Xft© 5?^, V F OHiS^H 3 ©^W^J©
*S!>jgL/**-y (JlxT\ VF0^*-^fcf§) £>JS

HHKjft^if^ NRZI^lft" 1" #2 0<E>ft

T, B4B*fceyh*t&$*H&4bfc«^ VFO/^

<&3 0 ^©fci6, *ffflHVtt, * 2 Of*-* RJW*
yij i: V F 0 / - > fc O^F^HBSK*^* < 1 3 «fc 5 C
f5o L*»U ?B2©fJ-*|BJ«!^JOv-^ft,
-XftCD^^V F 0/^*-y<D^ffi4 T£!0$>m<t

B»D^tt^«&t>n§o

X^-XftW^V F 0/^-y©MW4Tj:f3S<

[0199] *mmMic£z%2<D7i-zfflmmn3.,

n§^'>>*VK rooou, rooioj, ro

1 0 OJ , Rtf Tl o 0 0J

vm e-y hg^->y#;i/ ro o o oj ^ItllfiS

[0 2 0 0] ^fC, S2©r-*raW^J%«fiKtS??

8/1 6SSiB^*fflv^TV«So aai"S«fc'5fi:, HI

m2<DT—ZWK%®\tLX3>Uhtiim?Z>o tGIB©

8/i6 aaw^T?*»-r 5 1 , am **^
LTti4 8H~-y Ffi^^^c ±IH©4lf-y Ffi©^'>
y#;i/cDffi^#t>^fgffl-rna\ 1 2->y*';PcDfiS

i:^§o 1-XT> ??^!&AJtD*ft0J£4O5Vrc

[0 2 0 1 ] (1) ft^m\<D%i 1 ©WJ 1 )

"0100 0010 0100 0010 0010 0010 0100 0100 1000 0010

0100 1000"

/^->l(is I SO/I EC 1 0 0 8 9f«?n
TV>§/^*-^i:|S|CT'fet>> "0100", "0010", "1000"

<D3mm<D>'y#Mc£'omi$.2tix^Zo
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[0202] (2) ^mmmzfom o^-yz)
"1000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0000 1000 0010 0100

0100 0001"

/^-y2(i, "0100", "0010", "1000", "0001", "ooo

0
nO5«^oyytf/Wc<fc9$j££n-rv^o
[0203] o) Fmm\<Dmz<Dm o^->3)

"0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0010

0001 0001"

[0204] (4) %mm\<o%4<Dm(>w-y4)
"0000 0100 0100 1000 0010 0001 0010 0000 1000 0010

0001 0000"

;^-y4t, AZ—yz tmv5W&<D :yy$Mz&
t>«j££fttvs„ c<D'iz-y&s mcmb<mmt
S J: o *W«A*«ttilcaffl LtcAZ-yT*& t),

v F offig l 5 tr-zm®, l 7 i:©IBKE*«n* P

S YM$4 4 0r-*&?Ui:LT, x^-fc&SK, ft

[0 2 0 5] 01 5«, ±!H/^-y l~4 0t#ttOj:t 20

Syydvl/Ofiil, fc£tfrVy'£;l4fi®ffi (D

S VOU&flffiO ^LT^So
[0206] hi st^nsJcSK, &^*-y??£

3T£6T£&D, 8/1 6^P!^CJ:S»D«I
{( (ftAfil 1 T, «/Jvft3T) ZffiB.LT^Z>o

[0 2 0 7] $fc, y l~4<DiPiS|V—?/7.<
-7sfifi, fu^O^;:, £3 0r-*m»J3^J©»£ 30

SLJSWT'fe§4 TtlSoTI/^Wi^. Ell 5fr

«3. 7TT*&D4TUtt&(l$tt<&oT^5o Ctl

it. l o^^j^«^-r§3a^o^y^i/
tf, V-rnt 4 tT-y h*© 1 t?-y hftW" 1

^;i/T*fe5fe«>"ea55<. /^-yitt "0000"

[0 2 0 8] /^-y2~4©^^Jtt,
^;l/"oooo"*^ty 5j»S©^y^l/£^T«jj!t£nT 40

^i£iv-^/x^-xft%4 T<it)S<ni: t

[0209] t rc, iais^o^tt^itfims© 1 it

r i j %iflttc roj &- imic£MLX£ft%*mw
LfcTVZfrV&m (DSV) *||^«Ci:iW*«.

£-y©rV^#M1@f»4, 01 5ic^$n^jlOT 50

#M 2 0 0 0 - 8 2 2 1 9

40

[0210] mz^-^mmmi (psvm

[02 11] I16ti, ffI2©r-2^ffl&yWt£ttiT

5 P S Y&Hj@E&2 0 0<D—WSr^LTV^o 0 1 6

jj*£nsj:5ic, P S Y^tBH]£S2 0 0f±, fill <Di/y

H/-;W9 1 ( ^2(01/^X^9 2, -ga&a^y*
9 3, l/tVHIig»9 4, H»MWilflFRr«4l3»9 5,

RtfA N DUIgS 9 6£fi*T^So #HSE0iJT*&, ±$
©J;9tC, ^2©f-?«Wfi?(i4 8 If >y hT
fcSfcU SZOf-^raiJ^JS^WW* 1 2{@©4

tT >y HSi/y^^rSO—Sllt-rSc BP*., ff?2©r

-£PU9»©^£-yi;i, yytfVl/ylJSO, SI, S

2, • • • , SllT*S£ft5 0

[0 2 12] £f\ ^2 0r-^PIffi^JO/^->'
&y#)Wb SO, SI, S2, • • •, Sll£f?2©

U^X*9 2MM#LT*5< 0 ^LT, PSYt&ftifcfr

U$?x*9 l£yU3*5. ^LT, 4t£>yh;?£, EP^

yytfVl/Cfi:^ 2 01^7^9 2KUWZftfcWi2

*fr 5 o -SL/c->yjfrHRfc-ifcSfca -7 y ? 9 3 T#
»u tt^MiftiiB 9 4 tctu^-r^c ttv
{BI11SS9 4tc&, ®2©r-*ITO^J*fctiiL;fci: !

PJ

-7>* 9 3 TftHRL «7> h ffitfC0 1£ VMB$8 X.

fci#^, Lti/MB0g§9 4^e>«ittni^m^^n«.
[0 2 1 33 SIM Lti«8i;ISS-t§i:,
VMBII189 4fcJ\ A77S*fI^t^2O|p|W^JS0 ~
s 1 1 t ft 8 y >Ji?;w±-aLtcm^immm^ii

X^9 1 (Dfl§% 1 lf>y h-fO'>7hLft*^S2©ff

^J^ffltfci:^, AND0ES9 6^Bv-Xri,fffiJffil

@gg (0/^-f) (c^2 0r-^^^?iJO^(±ifI^,!

[0 2 14] £33, ^SfiWcfci^Tli 4 tT-y hO^y
v-yr^lf^/c^, fflOE'>y hft,

0iJA«l lf«v h^Wu^bT/^-y^-yr^ffoTt

[02 15]*t, H14 (a) (014 (b) TtP
^•efeS) tc^L/cr-^7^---;<"y htc^oTSf*^
K^Az-yzm^rtcmwrn**?* mi nt,

VF0®«1 5fr6i»f-?7'n77 5al©f-
97*—V-y hOH^iJ^LTV^o
[0 2 16] 01 7 tC^-Tcfc ^ tc. VFO^l 5tC

14, B 3 Or-^IBIW^ylJ t UT"1000"fc <fc 0 £

L
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>\$-y(r)7-5t%3\t>\ '>&< £t>6 4 tr<y h#frr

fc«< . r-?H« 1 7 (Dm 1 cOx-^ISIffi^J 4 a

14, 3 2 tT-y hW*—>4 a - 1
: "0001001001000100

000000000000010001", feSVHi/^-y4 a-2:"00

01001000000100 000000000001 0001"tSS^tSo $e>

{c^lcDx-^|B]^?iJ4 alCgKx-*7*n>y7 5 a

©5fcSia$£ffiK0 1 6 If >y VT&ZttZo
[0 2 17] WK ±jSc0S2Or-^|B|ffi^J»*i*

fi?U (/^-yi~4) <d?*n y i&tf4k:oi,> 10

[0 2 18] £<:T% Sg

2

©t~*H8136jyU\ Ell 7

C^-TidK:, 4 8 \£y F*I©&tfJ7-i' yF79 7%ffl

EftLT i 2i/y#;i/0-a^#?»n^<tf4M ;&»*
fiB^LT, *&W7^y F7 9 7£S¥fitB£ |3-6 4

\zmz(OT-zmn&m<vyy$)\<t<Dimm^\ * 20

^-yv>y^<0^8Sc%^J6fco ZOffi^mi 9 (a)

&tf 1 9BfC/Txto HI 9 (a) RXfl 9B(C^7

u fciiB^ig 2<dt-zmmmKo^mam t?

[0 2 19] tg2©r-*ll»3&?J©i&tofc*f

•r§^ 1 <DT-$mm%km 4 a r-^7P *j ? 5 a ©i>

W%%&t&fc*b. 019 (a) Rtf 1 9 BcD^Ht^
ttTO*3fc:LT*»T^So SlWf^iffl^JO 30

/^-y 4 a - 1 Stf/^-V 4 a - 2 tO^Ttt, #
t^l^^TJ: ^/^-yv-y^coffitf^ < &£77
(Bfl^ ^2CDr-^PW^?ij0^tiJtCj;t)ffSL<^

7 -C y F7 9 7 ftWiuB£ Noe^ f@sw±£ii
MJM8£K:tik Ell 7t^-r<t5ic, IlOf

7i-y F7 9 7F*9fc£*ft5 0 fct, ^2c73-r'-^[BI
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